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ABSTRACT
This report is the second in a series of four volumes devoted to cer-
tain classes of electromagnetic scattering problems. The general program
of work is aimed at providing a tractable computer program for calculating
the power scattered, by a large, homogeneous body bounded by a smooth,
undulated surface when it is illuminated by an incident field of finite extent.
Such a model would provide the expected doppler spectrum for the velocity
landing radar on the lunar module for certain deterministically rough lunar
landing sites. The techniques used, however, are applicable to a very wide
class of problems; therefore, it is desirable to maintain generality as long
as possible. Thus, the first reports of the series may (deceptively) appear
to be . . a "too abstract to be useful. t°
Volume I gave a construction by Debye's method of certain classes
of electromagnetic fields with strongly convergent series expansions in
terms of the well known i_n, n fields of Stratton. This report (Volume II)
is motivated by the question: Which scattering problems may be solved
using these classes of electromagnetic fields? The question may be mathe-
matically formulated as a problem involving a certain linear and continuous
operator (called the solvability operator) in a suitable Hilbert space. The
answer appears in terms of the dimension of the range of the solvability
operator. The dimension of the range is denumerably infinite. This re-
salt suggests that a large class of scattering problems might be solvable
by the method described here. It will be shown that any classical spherical 	
6
scattering problem with non-zero inner conductivity, zero outer conductivity, 	 F`
and a complex refractive index greater than 1 in modulus is a special case
of problems solvable by using Debye's construction. Volume III of the
series will be devoted to the construction of solutions and demonstration
of test cases. Volume IV will apply the ideas and programs to the lunar
reflectivity problem mentioned above. The method proposed for construct-
ing solutions is a straightforward application of the theoretical develop-
ments in the first two volumes.
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PREFACE
One of the weak links in the mathematical models proposed for
assessing the lunar module landing radar (L1M LR) is the method of com-
puting the power returned to the radar by the moon°s surface. An attempt
has been made to provide an analytical formulation of an electromagnetic
theory model with a measure of the accuracy with which the model may be
numerically implemented. In this model, the incident electromagnetic
field, the shape of the lunar surface, and the electromagnetic parameters
of the moors are given. It is necessary to compute the power .return by in-
voking IMaxwell's equations and the well-known boundary conditions at the
lunar surface. This report is Volume II in a series of four reports. The
first two volumes contain the results of a purely mathematical investigation
on the applicability of a certain method to obtain the numerical solutions;
the final two volumes deal with construction of algorithms, test cases, and
suggested applications -- among them the lunar reflectivity model.
In the lunar reflectivity problem, the LPM landing radar is located at
a given point above the lunar surface. The radar transmits an electro-
magnetic field of given description which strikes moon but does not illumi-
nate all of the lunar surface. This incident field excites elements of charge
and current which, in turn, act as sources of a secondary field, part of
which is reflected (scattered) back to the radar. A part of the total power
scattered is available at the radar. It is necessary to calculate the total
pourer returned to the radar, and also the so-called pourer spectrum- i. e. ,
the energy which at the radar unit crosses in unit time an element of unit
area at a given orientation with respect to the lunar surface. The assump-
tions are as follows. The moon is assumed to be a linear homogenous
isotropic medium of given electromagnetic parameters of which the con-
ductivity must be positive. The conductivity of free space is assumed
to be zero. The lunar surface is assumed to be a sufficiently smooth,
though not necessary spherical, surface. The topography is assumed to be
known at least in the area illuminated by the incident radar beam. It is also
assumed that the radar unit does not itself rescatter the energy it receives
from the scattered field nor does it affect the scattered field in any way.
Subject to these assumptions, the answer must be in accord with electro-
magnetic theory. This may be regarded, as being the mathematical theory
Xi ^^T^ PAGE BLANK NOT FILM
rof Maxwell's partial differential equations, the solutions of which are re-
quired to behave in a prescribed manner at interfaces between media of
differing electromagnetic constants and in regions of space far from the
sources of the fields. 'Viewed in this context, the lunar reflectivity prob-
lem is a boundary value problem or more specifically, an electromagnetic
scattering problem. In its general context, the problem has applications
in radar meteoroligy, astronomy, and colloid chemistry. (See van de
Hulot (Reference 1) and Kerker (Reference 2.)
One scattering problem already considered is that of the plane polar-
ized monochromatic wave incident upon a spherical scatterer. The solu-
tion was given independently by several sources* although it is usually
attributed to Mie (Reference 3). The solution was actually an algorithm,
and one formidable enough that its systematic numerical exploration had to
await the development of fast digital computers. Although, from the purely
mathematical standpoint, Mie's solution is only formal, programs have
been prepared in recent years to tabulate the solution. (See, for example,
References 4, 5, and 6). Comparisons with experiments (for example,
References 2 and 7) have fostered the conviction that the results are valid.
Stratton's interpretation of the technique suggests the pattern for generali-
zations and for setting the theory on a rigorous mathematical foundation
(Reference g , pages 563-570). The general investigation to be described
in this series of reports arose partly in response to this suggestion. In
the course of this investigation, it will be shown (in the present report)
that Mie's solution is mathematically valid, at least for an interesting
range of scattering parameters.
The above Method of solution calls for using series of fields rmimn s
n n
 (Reference d, page 416) with constant coefficients to be determined
so that the boundary conditions are satisfied. The fields m, n are con-
structed by the application of suitable operators to appropriate classes of
. ' solutions which arise when Lelmholtz's scalar equation is separated into
spherical coordinates. These are the spherical Bessel and Hankel func-
tions and the spherical harmonics — all functions that have been extensively
e
See N. Logan P4 Early History of the Mie Solution, " Four. Opt. Soc. Amer.j p. 342, 343.
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6studied and tabulated. The construction of the fields _M, n is due essentially
to Peter Debye (Reference 9). (C. H. Wilcox in Reference 10, pages 167-
171 gives a history of the subject. ) A rigorous survey of the method with
generalizations appropriate to this report is contained in a previous report
(Reference 11).
The motivating question for the present mathematical investigation
was: What classes of scattering problems may be solved by the use of the
above method? To state the question precisely, it was necessary to define
"scattering problem" precisely. This is presented in Section 1. Sections
2 and 3 deal with uniqueness and existence theorems, respectively. In this
report, these theorems appear as "uniqueness and existence theorems
relative to the above method. " In Section 4, it will be shown that the class
A of problems which may be solved by this method contains an interesting
class of spherical scattering problems and hence the class A is not void.
The answer to the motivating question in a more general case is related to
the dimension of the range of a certain linear operator (the solvability
operator) whose domain is a certain Hilbert space. The range contains a
denumerably infinite, linearly independent set which may be readily ex-
hibited.
The linearly independent set alluded to above may be orthogonalized
by the application of the Ceram-Schmidt process to form a set which spans
the same linear manifold as the original set. This statement is the basis
for a straightforward algorithm described in Volume III of this series,
"Construction of General Programs for the Numerical Solution of Certain
Electromagnetic Scattering Problems" (Reference 2). ,Applications to the
lunar reflectivity study will be discussed in the fourth report of the series,
"Electromagnetic Scattering of Waves of Finite Extent Incident Upon a
Smooth, Undulated, Extended Surface" (Reference 13).
In describing the mathematical applicability investigation of the pres-
ent report, it was necessary to rely on many details in the classical theory,
the introduction of which would have necessitated innumerable digressions
or a lengthy appendix. Volume I of the series was meant to include all
material of this type and to give all the background and special results
needed for this volume. Volume I is "Debye's Construction of Vector
Wave Functions from Scalar Wave Functions" (Reference 11). Notations,
xiii
rs
definitions and theorems established in Volume I will be used in this re-
port (Volume II) freehand sometimes without farther reference. A list
of symbols is provided for reference. Volumes 1, II, 111, and IV, taken
in that order, gave a thorough and logically organized exposition of the
inve 9tigatione
xiv
61. ELECTROMAGNETIC SCATTERING PROBLEMS
1. 1 INTRODUCTION
Electromagnetic scattering problems are boundary value problems
that involve Maxwell's equations.
	 In general, a boundary value problem
is said to be well-set if it defines one, and only one,	 solution, and if the
solution "varies continuously with variations in the data. "
	 Reference to
standard texts such as Stratton (Reference 8), Panofsky and Phillips (Ref-
erence 14), and Smythe (Reference 15), and to the literature on the subject
shows that the type of scattering problem to be dealt with here is not rigor-
ously stated anywhere and that well-setness propositions are not available.
The present repirt is intended to provide what may be called "well-setness
propositions relative to a given method." 	 The problems involve time-
harmonic, electromagnetic fields in linear homogeneous isotropic media,
with the incident (driving) field being given in a medium of zero conductivity
and the scatterer being bounded by a smooth, star-like surface, the in-
terior of which has positive conductivity. 	 It shall not be assumed that the
scatterer is a perfect conductor, nor that the incident field is a plane-
polarized wave of infinite extent.	 All fields will be assumed to be time-
harmonic.	 In view of the purely mathematical nature of this investigation
and of the disorganized state of affairs regarding the well- setness proposi-
tion, the statement of the problem cannot be referred to previous treat-y:
ments, nor to the suggestive power of picturesque phrases such as those
used above.	 The main purpose of Section 1 is to givQ a careful mathemati-
cal statement of the problem, and one which assumes no knowledge of
physics or of electromagnetic theory. 	 A secondary aim of Section 1 is to
c
codify and simplify notations, without which most subsequent calculations
5
would bristle with unneccessary symbols and the results would be over-
". loaded with repetitive and lengthy locutions.
Terms like "Maxwell's equations, " "electromagnetic field," "consti-
tutive relations," "linear homogenous isotropic media," etc., are all de-
fined in Sections 1. Z through 1. 8.	 Section 1. 9 summarizes important ideas
from Volume I of this series (Reference 11).	 Briefly, the objective of
Volume I was to show how to construct electromagnetic fields on domains
1-1
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i	 I
of the form
D I a 7": r I f r J< al
or
D 2 a = 17 117 1 > al
from pairs (v l , v2 ) of elements in 1 (Q). The resulting fields were shown
to possess strongly convergent series expansions involving the vector fields
M, n, (Stratton, Reference 8, page 416). One important property of fields
for D2a constructed by this process is demonstrated in Section 1. 10. Its
physical interpretation is that the "energy carried to infinity by the outer
field per unit time" is finite (and non-negative) . The domains on which
electromagnetic fields are to be considered are bounded by surfaces called
stars, the definition and properties of which are given in Section 1. 11.
The results given may be generalized to a wider class of surfaces without
requiring basic emmendations in proof. Such a generalization, however,
requires attention to differential geometry and will be reserved for later
investigations. The statement of the electromagnetic scattering problem
is given in Section 1. 12. Several papers dealing with the proposed con-
struction of solutions for this problem are mentioned in Section 1. 12.
These usually assume the well-setness theorem, as well as representation
theorems for the desired solutions and vary in the degree of mathematical
justification provided.
1. 2 MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS
The experimental researches of Coulomb, Ampere, and Faraday led
Maxwell to the belief that all effects pertaining to macroscopic electric
and magnetic phenomena could be explained as consequences of the equa-
tions
—V  E + B = 0 (1 -1)
vxH - D=J
by suitable interpretation of the vector fields E, H, D, B, J which satisfy
Equation (1 -1). It is said that an electromagnetic field exists in a domain
1-2
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f'	 D of	 if E, H, etc. are each C2(D) functions on D into the product
space r^ 3 ° From the books of Smythe (Reference 15), Panof sky and Phillips
(Reference 14), and Stratton (Reference 8), it appears that much of elec-
tromagnetic field theory is merely an interpretation of mathematical con-
sequences of Equation (1 -1) and that the success of this program to date
has ,justified Maxwell's belief in (1-1). The Equations (1-1) are called
Maxwell's equations.
1. 3 EQUA TION OF CONTINUITY
According to the interpretation of electromagnetic theory, the field
J is related to a scalar function p by the equation
V ° ^ J ( r 9 t) ^ + at j p ( r9 t) - ° 9 ( r 9 t) E D x
The scalar function p(r, t) is called the free charge density, and the vector
J is called the current density. The equation (1 -2) expresses the principle
known as "conservation of charge" and is called the equation of continuity.
1.4 DIVERGENCE EQUATIONS
Maxwell's first equation yields
.
®° B - at ^' [B ( r 9 t)]^ 09
^	 s
and hence, at each r e D9
®° B = f(r) , independent of time.	 ( 1 -3)
Similarly, the second Maxwell equation gives
®e
(r9 t) ¢ J(r, t)] _ ®,
e.
a	 is denoted a the set of realsSometimes s ^	 ,	  s	 . (Refer to the list of
symbols.)
1-3
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But from the equation of continuity,
aI ®- [I-(r, t)^ ° P(r, t) = 0
and hence, at each r (EDP
®. (B(r, t)3 P(79 t) + g(r), V (r, t) 4E D X J_.	 (1-4)
The interchange of space and time differentiation operators is justified by
the hypothesis that all fields occurring in (1-1) are in* C 2
 (I7 x .^ 9 r^ )o In
(1-3) and (1-4) it is then postulated that f(F) = g(r) = 0 V r E D, so that
these equations read
®a B = 0
(1-5)®. D=P,
These are called the divergence equations,
1, 5 CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS
If D is a domain of E 3 occupied by matter, and an electromagnetic
field (E, H9 %3 9 B, J) pervades I3, the question is: H ow do the physical
properties of the matter occupying D affect the electromagnetic field?
For a large variety of materials, the answer is contained in the relations
.I).-	 E , B=	 , J=	 (1-b)
where Z 9 µ, and T are matrices (¢ 1j (r)},
	
(a ij (r)), respectively, of
functions which may be experimentally measured or derived from quantum-
mechanical theories. In any case, they are characteristic of the matter
occupying D
The relations (1-6) are called constitutive relations. A large variety
of materials may be completely characterized for all purposes of electro-
magnetic theory by relations (1 °6) of the form described. 'These materials
9
	 are said to be linear.
..r
C n(:,'^^)	 If.. f^ and fCn^; I
t-4
LA
c
6
r
s
If, in (l -6), all the elements of the matrices (Cia(r)19
	
J
[tA i •J ( r )19 (a-i•(r)]
are independent of r in D, then the material is said to be linear and homo-
genous. If, in addition, the matrices are of the special form
^ij = c^ij y Rij = 146ij 9 crij _ (r6ij 	 —?)
where 6i^ is Kronecker ' s delta, then the material is said to be linear,
homogeneous, and isotropic. Many materials are of this type. They are
the only materials which will enter this discussion.
For the purposes of this document, then, the constitutive relations
take the form
D = E E , B = }t. H , ,1 = crE
where c, p, and a- are real constants associated with the matter occupying
D. Given e, p, a-, all mention is dropped of the matter occupying D and
the statement is made that the field (E, H1 I), BP J) pervading D is associ-
ated with ¢, µ, 0', in D. It shall always be assumed.
(f 9 ^L9 ff)	 ^— 109 ^t9Q')I C > 09 P > 09 0 ' 01	 ( 1 -9)
The subsets will be defined
and
1 - {( E 9 ^L9 a•) IE > 09 JA > 09 (F > 01
The constants ((, µ, o-) will be called the electromagnetic parameters
associated with D. If f , µ a a are given for D, it can sometimes be said
that the electromagnetic triple c = ( e, µ, a-) is associated with D.
1. 6 RELAXATION TIME
If the domain D is occupied by a linear, homogeneous, isotropic
mecUum with a- > 0, from the equation of continuity and the constitutive
relations it follows that
t P( r' t) + ^p^rs t) = 0, V (r, t) e D X • -.	 tl ml ^)
1_5
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The solution to this differential equation is
P (r, t) = P(r, 0) exp	 t 	 ,	 (r9 t) C D x	 (1-13)
This shows that if p(r, 0) is hounded in a linear, homogeneous, isotropic
medium for which cr > 0, then
tl 00 P(r, t) = 0 9 ^' r c D•	 (1-14)
Since the quantity
(C) 9	 (1-15)
called the relaxation time of the medium, is usually small, the divergence
equations for these media are usually written
®• El 00
(r, t) c D x
	 •	 (1-16)
® •D 0
S
i
a
If a = 0, it is postulated that P ; 0•
1.7 POSTULATES FOR THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
The properties of the electromagnetic fields to be considered are
summarized into the following two postulates.
Postulate 1 •
An electromagnetic field pervading the domain D which is occupied
by a linear, homogeneous, isotropic medium of electromagnetic param-
eters C, p, cr with
c = (c, ^L, cr) a	 (1-17)
satisfies the equations
®xE+B=0	 ®• B =0
A.	 on Dx •^.	 (1 -1 g)®x H — D =J	 ® . D=0
i-6
(1-20)
0)
1
ti
C
	
and also
D	 E, ,13=µH, J=aE	 (1-i9)
_	 ^All fields. !l = (E, HY D, D , J)_= (M19 M 2 , M 31 M41 M S ) are composed
of Mi E C 2 (D x.% ).
If D is occupied by free space, the above equations are used with* (See
Stratton, Reference 8 pages 22 and 23)
e0 = 8. 854 x 10-12 couloxmb2 sect
kgm r am
µo = 1. 257 x 10-6
kgmr
 mr
coulomb
0'0 = 0.
Postulate 2.
Given a domain D and an element c e- , then any.
Mi ^ C (D x .^, f^ 3 ) and 4 satisfies ( 1 -19) and (1-20) is an electromagnetic
field associated with c on D.
Definition 1.
Given D C E 3
 and c c ^ , denote by . 11(D, c) the class of all electro -
magnetic fields associated with c on D.
Henceforth, unless otherwise noted, the quantities 	 ^ ®, c =
(E, ^L, cr)c I will be aasurned to be given, and the symbol D will stand for a
domain in E3,
1, 8 TIME-HARMONIC FIELDS
The following two theorems show that the time -independent part of
time-harmonic electromagnetic fields are vector wave functions
(Chapter VI of Volume I) and that, conversely, from vector wave functions,
tinge-harmonic electromagnetic fields can be constructed. The proofs are
*For a discussion of unite, see Stratton (Reference g , pages 16 - 23)®
C
1-7
f	
1
r
P	 1	 1 , i -. a
trivial calculations with Maxwell's equations and the constitutive relations
and will not be given.
Theorem 1
Given //(D,	 c)
^^ w .'f e ° is t 	 on	 D x (1 -21 a )
where
=(E 9 1-I 9 D9 B y J) _ ( F l y F2 9 F 3 9 F4 9 F5 ) T are independent of time, (1 ° 21 b)
them
and
Fi each satisfy the system
®x® xaE'-k2 F=0 9	0 on D (1-22)
where
k2 = w2E µ + iC'IAw (1-23)
The fields Fi are related by
—	 1
E_ (cr - iw ) ® X 
(1-24)
1-I =	 ® x E
r	 and
D = ^E ,	 = µ^I	 J = crE . (1-25)
The converse is
Theorem 2
Given any F: D-• r^^
F C2(D)
and
®xVxTF	 0 T4 = 0	 ®- F"= 0 on D 0-26)
1°d
0
•	
1
s
where
kz"^,2^µ+l(7µw9	 (1 -27)
then the construction
either
(1 -28)
or
E - -^ -	 ^ x II, ^I = E, I) _ ^" 9 B = µH 9 J = crE	 (1- 29)
and
E
H
15 a 	 on D x J	 (1 -30)
B
defines an element of . /I(D, J),
It is easy to show that
(D9 c ), i = 1 9 2 a	 (. At, +.. /12 	 .,ll (D, c)
It follows that if Fl and F'2 are any two solutions of ( 1-28), then the con-
struction
= F1 + ( Cr- ZE) ® x F2
Fi=	 ®x'1+F2	 (1-31)
1 = Elm
J _ CrE
and
_E
f^3 - D e°act	 (1-32)
b
J
1-9
•defines an element. //3 of // (D, 7). Since (®x F) i, i = 1, 2 are also solu-
tions of (1 - 26), it follows by Theorem 1 that Iff and fI are related by (1 - 24).
l^ (D, j, w) denotes the subset of..ff (D, F), emery element of which has the
forma ( 1). In (1 -21 b), the vector wave functions E, fi, etc. associated with
E, H, etc. are called the time-independent Ftrts- of the electromagnetic
fie	 1 . The vector wave functions
	
are themselves often
called electromagnetic fields, but this usage will not be followed, reserv-
ing the tern electromagnetic field for the concept explained in Postulate 1.
The number k of (1 -27) will now be uniquely defined by specifying
	
Im(k) ^j 0.	 (1-33)
Generally,
[k (W9 c)]2 e rl'®	 k(o9 c ) E
where
2 = 1 z I Re (z) > 0 , 0 <_ Im(z) < Re(z) .	 (1 - 34)
The number k is called the propagation constant. It is purely real if, and
	
-6	 6
only if, cr = 0 o i. e. ,
cZ c 1 2 a k(Z9 c 2 ) e •00
Otherwise, in view of its definition,
fi	 c1c^1a'k(w, c1)^ rr^l
(1-35)
(1-36)
where
r^	 r'
W 1 - 42-:j0. (1-3 7)
Theme regions are illustrated in Figure 1 - 18 k1 will be used for propaga-
tion constants in 
	
and k2 for propagation constants in®.
The time-independent parts of Al C ,// (D, c, w) satisfy
7 X Y= i4k R
_	 (1-3g)
1-10
i,
f
r
; y 4
Figure 1- 1. Location of Complex Propagation Constants
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t
•r
Vector fields (R, I-^) which satisfy these equations automatically satisfy the
divergence equations. The following theorems give a very symmetrical
characterization of time-harmonic fields. Again the proofs are trivial
calculations which are omitted.
Theorem 3
Given w and c, let k = k(E^, c) and suppose (•^1,4) E IC 2 ( D ,r^3)] 2
is any solution of the system
VX ^/ -k:^
17X1=kl e	 ( 1 -39)
Then the relations
E = (w e + i cr)- 1/2 exp(i 7r 	 Tm(w c+ i0)1 /2 ? 0
H = (wµ)- ^2 exp(-i ) x
(1-40)
D=sE
B = µH
J = a'f
and
^^^b = ^, H, D, B,] T
 exp (-iwt)
	
(1-41)
determine. an
 element -AI of •,ll (D, c, w).
The converse of Theorem 3 is Theorem 4.
Theorem 4
Given w and c, let k = k( -w, c) and suppose (,E, H, 	 are the time
independent parts of some elc . anent of.,/I(D, c, w). Then the vector fields
defined by
r
r
0
E _ (w F + ier) -1 / Z exp(i 4) 5^
_ (WpL) -1 /2 exp (-i )
(1-42)
are C (D 9 (r^ 3 ) solutions of
®X	 k
(1-43)
®X
	 ks^e
It is easy to show that if (E^ il) are any two C 2 (D, (3 ) solution of
(1-38), then both E and 3 satisfy (1 —26)o The pair (E, H) determ ines an
element of . .1!(D, c 9 w) by the process
r^ E - FE exp(-Gt)	 (1 -44)
IAMM
G-E
In using this notations it is understood that the F , µ y w and w used in
the process are precisely those used in the system (1 -35) satisfied by
Denote
[J, (D P C p W) "" ^^1 ^1 [T],	 ^2(D9 ( 3 ) Z 9
4^ satisfiesV
XY
 X F3 - (- iwF)E	 1 -45{	 )
It should be noted that
f^ °	 a D 9 ^^ w1--° .^^ (D 9 j, w)	 ( 1 -46)
1-13
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10 9 THE CLASSES ^/2a ,l ' (W, c 2 ) and 9' lb Y^(w, c 1 )	 •. .
In Volume I, Chapter V (Reference 11), it was shown how a class of
solutions to
	
7 2u + k 2 u = 0	 (1-47)
can be constructed from the elements of '2 (12)• In Volume I, Chapter VI
(Reference 11), it was seen that when this class of scalar wave functions
is passed through Debye's process
11R=VxUr
(1-48)
N=k Vx M,
the resulting lvf and 1V vectors are solutions of the system
VXVXF' - Or = 0 , V ° F = 0 e
	
(1-49)
Finally, in the last section of that report, it was shown how solutions of
(1-47) can be used to generate time- harrzionic electromagnetic fields,
specifically, elements of //(D, c, w ) a It is thus evident that a class of ele-
ments of '^(D, c, w)can be generated from /2 (Q)o The details of this
process will be outlined in this section, which is the formal connecting
link between Volume I (Reference 11) and the material of this volume.
The choice of notation and conventions was made with an eye towards
the work in the sections to follow. Figure 1-2 illustrates the geometrical
ideas involved. Fix a and b )
	
0< a< b< co.
	
(1-50)
Select
w^0
	
c e ^	 ^	 1-51
1	  1
	
^	 (	 )
C
2 e YZ
1-14
rC.
`d3 . d4/
Figure 1-2e Geometrical Concepts Used in Section i, 9
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ir
and denote, as usual,
k l - k(wp c l)	
9
ti	 k^ = k(W9 c 2) o
Operators
.! 2ac 2 W 	
2( S 
a)]2
	
' (DZ 9 c 2 9 w)
and
'/I
 b c 1 w `	 2(S b)	 (DW cl9 w)
will be defined below such that the application of (q to the elements of the
ranges
/ 2ac w^ J^  S a )] ` r/ 2a r`^(W9 c2) c ^' (D2a' c 29 W)
2
r/ ' lbc'
 w f Z ( S b) = VI  .:L {w, cl )c (D lb' c l s W)1
will yield elements in 11/l(D 2a , c Z , w) and	 (D lb' Z, ,  w) respectively.
Many important properties of these fields will follow immediately from
their definition and from the appendix of Volume l (Reference 11),
The notation for much of what follows may be streamlined by the use
of the index sets Figure 1-3).
40 = I (n, m) In c { J^^) , rn c (n) } 1
4
1^ 1 ={ (n, rn) I n ( < >, m ( (n)}	 (1-53)
*2 - {(n, m) I n F < j , m F <n>} }
and also
Al 
= 
^^ l x {l}
4
A 2 = U^ 2 X {2}
A 0 = 4 o x Ji g 21
d
1-16
(7-
n
x
i
m,
	
n
l
s	
l
a	 i
Figure 1- 3. Index Sets Used for Sequences Fn . and n i
mm
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iElements (n, m, j) of A 0 will be denoted A, v , or µ. With this notation,
the sequence of normalized spherical harmonics described in Volume I,
Chapter II, Section 3 (Reference 11) is
4= { OA , A e A O 1. 	 (1-55)
For any element v in .;l (f2), the Fourier coefficients are
a A = (vpOA) 9 A e A O	 (1°56)
and this sequence of coefficients satisfies
1 /2
11 V II = I f 1 v+ 2 dw}	 =Z f J. ' 1 2 IA  E A O .	 (l -57)
Q
Also, the Laplace series
2, { a A OA(w) 
I A f A O I °	 (1-58)
converges in mean square to v(w).
The main results of Volume I, Chapter V (Deference 11) are sum-
marized in Figure 1-4. Visualize (See Figure 1-2)
v,= V, { aAjOXjAeAO}	 (1-59)
as being elements of
	
2( S a ) for = 1, 2 , and as elements of Y2 (Sb)
for I = 3, 4 o The mapping 
a 2
 912(Sa) Y2(Sa)
a 1 :Y 2 (Sb)  — Y 2(Sb)
are of no concern here. The operator I)Za satisfies the unicity property*
and takes	 (Sa) into a subset of AT (D 2a, k2 ). This is a set of solutions
See Reference 11, Chapter V, Section 3
1-18
s.o
o.+
•
?Mlkf
Figure 1-4. Schematic for Definition t
0to
® 2u+k22u= 0
on D 2a ° It was shown in Volume I, Chapter DTI (.Reference 11) that the
vector fields
ja(z) (v, r) = ® X	 2a(v, r) r]
nT (2) (v, r) 
_	
® X 1Vi (^) (v9 7)
z
each satisfy the system
®X®XF'- k22 F=0 , ®° F=0°
Therefore, from the last section, it follows that both
2E	
(2) (
vl 9 r)
	
1 t	 -ik _ (z)
w
	
(VI P r)^2
and
2H	 _	 (z) (v,
	
9	
)
4"(v2 r) =	 a.k2 
	
(2)	 z 9
w+Ta""^'	 (V,9 r)
z
are elements of tq' ( D2a9 c 29 w), and hence
( 1 -b0)
(1-61)
(1-62)
VE _
( v 1 , r ) +	 (V 2Pr)	 (1-63)
roust also be an element of 9(D 2a, c2, w)°
A similar pattern exists for inner fields. The operator 
',lb satisfies
the unicity property* and takes
	 2(Sb) into a subset of Yr(Dlb, kl )e This
A
Reference 11, Chapter V, Section 5.
1-20
is a set of solutions to
®Zu+k1Zu=0
on Dlb" By 'Volume 1, Chapter VI (Deference 11), the vector fields
Ki(1 (
v, 7 = ®X ^ lb(v, r^r 1
-(l (v, ^ _	 ® X	 1 ^ (vQ
1
each satisfy the system
®XVXF - k 1 Z F"= 0 , ®. F'= 0
It follows from the results of the last section that bath
l ) ( v3) r )
1 E (v3 , r) = -
N(1 (vMr 3 , r)1
and
N^(1 (v4' r^
^i 1H (v49 
LW-,—Lll
1vi (1) (v
 ,
 4
and hence also
(1-64)
(1-66)
lE (v 32 	 lH ( v4 , ^'^	 (1-67)
are each elements of'(Dlb, Ti t w).
Figure 1-4 gives a schematic for the construction ® With this backgrcrind,
the following definitions should not be unexpected.
Y .-Z 1
Definition 2
	
Given w 0 and c
229 
let k2 = k(wy ^^,	 The oute r bXe
operator is defined as
2
.
	
	 2	 2
and
Z	 iJ 
(vl s v2) 	 2E (vl 9^ -^	 2 ^(vZ , r}aC 2
Definition ^e
Given w > 0 and c l a ' '1 let k l = k(WI c l am The inner Debye opera-
tor is defined as
* R	 .tea^) 2
	 (Y	 tw
..iL 1 bC W
	 VI	 l b9 C	 W)1	 l'
by
^lbC w(v v4^ — '' IE(v3 9 7)	 e 
1H 
(v4'1
The theorems which follow collect those results bearing on the elements
of
ib	 1	 lbclw(.
and
_	 2
	
!?- 2a ^ c 2 } = f/2a W C952(n	 (1 - 69)
1-22
(1 -70b)
(1-71a)
(1-71b)
9
(1-72)
•
c	 which are immediate consequence of material already presented or Found
in the appendix. The following notation will be used;
_	 k h'(k a)ZE	 ^ A 9 = -ik
A
	 Z -.(Z)
mn	 - n A
2
n (^)
k h' (k a)	 AZH (
 _ gv 2 H	2^n Z	 h 
s w -ik2 ^ (Z)(	
mn 
	
m A
gn (I ) -
06,
1E (7)  w ^ 1 E	 I n 1	
0 A , r	 - ikA	 1—(1)
mn- ^- nA
^' 1
^(1)
a	 A
1H (^) _ ^, 1H. k1'^n(klb)	 9 —
mn 	 m A1
A = (n, nr, ] ) E A 0
c
where the nonzero constants Amn and the vector fields m^ , n. have
already been described in Volume i, Chapter VI (Reference 11).
Theorem 5
vf=2;{aXIOXI XEA j}9 L=192	 (1-73a)
1) A 
mn ZE
^2aF,Zi (vl , v2 ) =
	
k h (1^ a) aXI	 + a	 ZH	 A A
	
(1-73b)
	
2 n 2	 ^2	 1	 l
on a° c DZa e
2) The series on the RHS of ( i-73b) converges subnormally on DZa,
Y-Z3
i	
1
r
i'
3) If ^` 'A is any one of the fields occurring under the summation signs in
(1-73b), > a, and
EA
( w) =	
(^1W)
A 9	 HXQ^ W)
then
EXQ
H A(^s W) 0
4) If 3 4 >a .a
_ 
Ow'
0
Zac 2 W ( vl y vz) _ _ '^ W E S^ y
0
then
a'Al - aX?. 0 °d A L A I uAZ
Theorem 6
V, = 2: a A j O A
 A E A 0 9	 = 3, 4	 (1-74a)
^lbc w ( v3 , v4) ^^ k j^ (kn )(a ,,3 A1E + aA4^A1	 AE A1 u A ? (1-74b)1	 1 n ib
on r E Dlb
The series on the RHS of (i -75b) converge subnormally on D lb'
If 9A is any of the fields occurring under the summation signs in
(1-74b), ^<b, and
^a	
EAQ , W)
1 .^ A (^9 W)
the n
EAM W) id 0
MAM W) it 0
f)
1-24
i
I
j
If 3 positive	 < b 3
N
0
-q 1 be w (v3' v4 ) -	 H w E SZ ,I N:	 0
then
aA3=aA4=0	 `XEAluA2
1. 10 ENERGY RADIATED TO INFINITY BY
	 2aY(w, c 2) FIELDS
^The elements of the class S 
-9' 2-a ,1
(p(w, c 2 ) are time-harmonic electro-
magnetic fields on the outer domain
	 Za . Every electromagnetic field
in this class may be expanded into subnormally convergent series of
m X , nn vectors. It will now be shown that every field of this class satis-
fies a very natural radiation condition; "the energy radiated to infinity per
unit time is non-negative and finite". An exact expression will be devel-
oped for this quantity in terms of the Fourier coefficients of the underlying
^2^
..^ (0) functions. This expression will play an important part in the sequel.
Theorem 7
Given c > 0, w > 0 ; c = (c, µ, Q ) E j 2, k = k(w, c 2 ) and
v I
 = E a X 0 X X E A 0 , v2 =E { bxOX l AE A O }	 (1-75a)
are any two elements of 12 (0), and
E
Y 2cc w (VI, v2 )	 (1 -75b)
H
Then
Re	 r - (E x H ) da
-
'	 = 12 ll —	
n n + 1	 +a.12 + I b A l X F A I u A Z	 ( 1-75c)
k	 µ	 lkhn(kc) I
1-25
1r
^,-
-.0g.
Define
AmnaA=kh^aA
n.
A
rn n	
A= ( n, m, i) C A, 
 
u A 2
^A kh' (kc) bA
	
and aA^QA=0	 XEA02-(A1 uA2)a
Then, in view of Appendix A,
L a A mA) + P A nA2) l A C A 0
	
H = ^0
	 a A [n(2)]-^ ^ 	 L '  
	
A C A
w	 Ca
and so
Re
 If 
A- - (T x R *)da
S
(1-76)
(1-77)
= Re	 2 1 Aa V 'X -^ /3 A ^3 V G A+ a AQAC 11
+P A a * D AJ ` (A, v) C (A O x A0)
where
A=	 r 0 rn A x i],y) dw
(1-78)
A = f rB 	 a ( "E A x xkra dw
C sr f r ( A x;*)dw
D A s± f r o (;i x x n  *, )dw o
In this proof, r = is set in the pertinent definitions of rn(r, w), n(r, w).
1-26
Now by straightforward calculations* using Volume I, Chapter VI,
'fable I (Reference 11) and certain identities of Volume I, Chapter II
(Reference 11), and Appendix .A of this volume, it can be shown that
CA= DA= 0 V (A,P) e A 0.	 (1-80)
and
AA w 8 A EA
b (A,v) CA 2
.B A =5V FA	 (1 - 81)
where*
EA`
rE hXn 
R n ' A C A 1 u A 2	 (1-82)
and
0	 A C A 0 - ( A 1 u A 2)
FA_ - sr e h * X 13m , AE A
 u A 2 e	 (1-83)rn n n n	 1
Then the RHS of (1-78) is
ZiM	
EmBm^ hn n + a ^^^ - hwl-n
 I ` X I I A= (^: ma if E 0
2
= 7r ^
	
t'	 ^te(ih^Hn^ IUAI2 + R e (-ihnH^)IOAl 2 A= (n,m, i) C AO
(1-84)
There calculations are contained in ,Appendix B of this volume.
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It can be easily shown that
Re(ih n) =
	
)Re(-ih* n _ W in' Yn 	(k ) = k j 
2	
(1-85)
This result and
k=w µ^	 (1-86)
yields the desired formula ( 1 -75c).
It is important to realize that the RHS of ( 1 -75c) is independent of t ,
and also that the summations range over precisely the same index set as
in (1 -73b). The quantity
Rer (E x I3) da =	 RHS of (I-75c)
St
may be interpreted (Stratton, Reference 8, pages 131-137) as the amount
of energy per unit time carried outward thr Nugh the spherical surface S^ o
It follows that
lim
.,-V 00	 Re	 r(E x H*) da	 W	 RHS of (1-75c)	 (1-87)
fS
is the amount of energy per unit time radiated to infinity by the electro-
magnetic field ! E 1VLL T
1. 11 STARS
In this section, a class of surfaces that form boundaries for the
domain D will be defined. Some of the subsequent developments will be
valid for much more general surfaces than stars, however, such generali-
zations will be reserved for later investigations®
Definition 4
A star is a point set S in E3, for which there exists a point 0 called
a center of S so that for any Cartesian coordinate system X'YZ about
1 -Z8
(1-88)
a:
A
t
D2 = I (r, w)l r > f(w) I . (1-91)
1-29
c.	 ® 3 fE C 1 ( Q• J 0 )* with the property,
S = ^(xp Y9 2 )1 (x, Y9 z) s (0., 0, 0) and Ii (x, Ys z ) jj = f(w), where w = N. Y9 Z
The notation
has been used.
Theorem g
A star is a closed
.
, regular surface in the sense of Kellogg (Reference
16, pages 100-112).
Proof: The proof follows without difficulty from Kellogg ' s definitions.
In terms of the usual spherical coordinates in xyz
x : r sin 0 cos tP
Y = r sin a sin v	 (1 - 8 9)
z = r cos 0
the star S is represented by
r = f(O, qP ) = f(w)
where
w = (9, v) denotes a point on Q
The interior domain of the star S or, more simply, the interior of
S is the domain
D 1= 4 (r, w) 1 0 s r C. f(w) 1  ,
	 (1-90)
and the exterior domain of the star S or, more simply, the exterior of S
is the dornain
i`	 4 denotes the set of positive realm; 92 the set of points on the surface of
the unit sphere; i. e. , the set of all points distant 1 from 0.
The space curves
6(^ 0 ) _ (f ( 0 	 0 ) s 0	 0 ), 0E 0, rr] , +^ 0 E [0, Zrr
(1-92)
0(0 0 ) = (f(0 0 ,O ), 0 09 0' 0 E ^0, 27r ) 	 0 0 E 10, T )
form a system of (not necessarily orthogonal) curves on S and may be used
to define a system of vectors tangential to S. The poles of S (under this
coordinatization) are
P1 0 (f(0, 09 090)
P2 0 (f(rr, ^ ) 9 Tr, 0 ) .	 (1-93)
For this coordinatization
S' = S - ( P1 u P2)
The position vector of S from 0 is
R = f(w) r	 ( 1 -95)
Then the vectors
R® =for+fd
R* = f^ r + f	 (1- 96)
are defined on S' with respect to the unit base vectors (r, ^, fib) of the
coordinate system ( 1-89). The vectors R0 and 110 are tangential to S at
points where they are defined. Moreover
9
2=fZ®+fZ>0
®n S° ,	 (1-97)
J; fz* +	 0
Also
'R0 X, 
_
r - ff f 0 6 + f f0l1	 ( 1 -9g)
1-30
(1 ^99)
( 1 -100)
b
r,
k
S
s^
and hence
R,9 x FPO I ?- > 0 on S'
It follows that the vectors
9 ( 0 9 0) = °	 RO
11iol
n ( ®9O) = e( 0 9 0 ) Xt(0,0)
are continuous functions of position on a' (or on S'). The relations (1-100)
may be used to find the functions a 11 (0,0) in the transformation
r = a 11 (w) n + a 12 (w) + a13(w)t
a21 (w) n + a22 (w) + a23 (w)	 (1-101)
O = a 31 (w) n + a 32 (w) ^ + a33(w)
which is defined at e^very point of S'. The functions a i3 (w) are all C0(S2').
The vectors 6(w) and r(w) are unit vectors which are tangent to S at
the point (f(w), w). Moreover j x t X 0 on S' so that any vector t which at
(f(w), w) is tangent to S may be written in a unique manner as
t= at' (w) +bi(w)
The vector n (w) is a waft vector which is normal to S at (f(w), w) and is
directed into the exterior of S. It is called the unit outward normal to S.
The unit inward normal to S at (f(w), w) CS' is
nl (w) _ ®n(w) .	 (1-102)
f
The unit outward normal is independent of the coordinatization f(w) and
XYZ used to define it; n may be defined (uniquely) even at the poles P1,
P2
 of S. But € and t do depend on the particular coordinatization 7 r YZ of S.
1-31
From (l -99) it is clear that
^(w) e ' >0
	
(1-103)
This means that the line through the center O which pierces S at (f(w), w) is
not tangent to S at that point, no matter how the coordinates of S are
defined ®
 Equivalently, in (1-101)
a 11 (w) > 0 Vwe V .	 (1-104)
,Another useful property of stars is that 3 e > 0 such that the point
sets
S1 
w ^ (r, w) r ~ ^f(w)
s2 - (r, w) r = If(w)  + c l I
(1-105)
are also stars,
"Given the star S(f, I3 1 , D., n) o e , " means that S is a star about 	
,S
some center 0; that about some spherical coordinate system with origin
Q, the star is given by r = f(w); that D I is the domain interior to S and D
is the domain exterior to Sa and that n is the unit outward normal at points
of S. Figure 1-5 illustrates this terminology. The stated properties of
stars are summarized:
Theorem 9
Given the star S(fg 13 1 , D2 , n), then
A is a continuous vector-valued function on 92 (on S),
n 0 at points of S'
and the vectors
(fg+f
(1-106)
1 1/2 for + f^) j	 0
1-32
Q9 ('^:)
N
r
1
T
Figure 1-5e Geometrical Concepts Associated. with Stars
%I
i-.L'V3
5
6
form a set of unit tangent vectors to S on S' and are each continuous,
vector-valued functions of position on S' don 0 1 ). Moreover, ^ X ^ ^ 0 on S'.
Also, 3 E > 0 3
Sl = 1(r,w)l r= jf( w) - E ll (1-107)
S2
 = I (r, w) I r = If(w) +E,
are stars whose centers are both at ®.
1e 12 ST'AT'EME NT
 
OF THE SCATTERING PROBLEM
r! (S , W, d 1 , c 2 a b, t o )
 
(Figure l-b)
A. Given
a) a star S(f, D 1 , D2 , ^)
and
b) an electromagnetic triple ci E `' /i associated with Di e i= 1, 2,
and
c) a positive number &, and the domain
D(S, 5) _ (r, w) f(w) C r C ( f(w) + S) C D2
such that 
I 
f(w) + 5 1 is a star.
d	 0 Eir (D (SV 6 )9 C29 w)
lien
(r, w) E Dz	
o (r , W)]
exists and in which f)'OS(w) E 
C 
C 1 (S^, V) 2
B. find
a pair (s l'	 2) E I _(D I' c 1 , w) X	 (D 2' c2' w)
C. such that
a) the limits
lama
t^ .S(w) a r .- ► AW)	 'i (r, W , a	 1, 2
F
0
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exi st,
b) tis C I C, (g (t} 3 ) i 	 i = 1, 2
c) and
n(w)	 [ , 0 S	 2S(w) +	 (f") = 1Al(W)	 S^	 1 (w) b'
and
r/d) 3 c > wP f(w)	
'2 
I	 4E 1zc	 (w9 c2)
D2c
Remarks
1. A "solution" to the scattering problem Op(S, w, c, c 2 , b 9	 is now
sharply defined as any pai ,° ( 1 , 2 ) described in (B) which satisfies all
the conditions in (C).
2. When S is a sphere, b = Qo , and ^9 0 is a plane monochromatic wave,
i, e, one of the form
E 0	 1 E O exp (ik2z)
} 0 =	 A k2
H	 i - .w E^ e.xp (ik2 z)	 (1 -108)
2
the problem y has been formally solved (References 3 and 9). Stratton's
exposition of this problem (Reference 8, pages 563-570) will be discussed
in Section 4. It contains the elements of the more general method to be
proposed. The condition C(d) of
	 is no weaker or stronger than that used
in the solution to the spherical problem. The boundary conditions are the
usual ones arrived at by hues istic arguments (Stratton, Reference 8, pages
34-38 and 482-488). The radiation condition C(d) leads (rigorously) to the
physically-nice property: the energy per unit time radiated to infinity is
finitc (Theorem 7).
3. The literature contains various constructive methods proposed for
dealing with scattering problems with S more general than a sphere.
Methods for perfect conductors have been given by Waterman (Reference
17), Andreason (Reference 18), and Schultz (References 19 and 20).
M6glich's treatment (Reference 21) has many errors (Armijo (Reference
22) and has never been implemented numerically. Greenberg and L,ibelo
.M
1-36
•(Reference 23) and W. M. Watson (Reference 24) have proposed general
methods. Stevenson's technique (Reference 25) reduces the problem to a
series of problems in potential theory. In addition to these, there are
various classical approximate methods which apply to special cases
(van de Hulst, Reference 1). The method to be studied in this report deals
with scatterers which have nonzero, positive, finite conductivity and are
embedded in media of zero conductivity (perfect dielectrics). For these
cases, only limited success, at best, has been reported in implementing
the methods proposed. The ranges of applicability of various methods for
a prolate conducting spheroid have been discussed b;- Mathur and Mueller
(Reference 26).
4. The present investigation into the scattering problem is motivated
by certain questions which should be reviewed in the light of the material
heretofore presented. If a scattering problem ;T(S, c l , c 2 , 6 , g o ) has
been given, with boundary the star
S (f, D 1 , DZ , n)
Select real constants a, b so that (Figure 1-7)
0< a <^E^f(w)
and
sup f(w) < b < 0W E S2 
(1-109)
Let these be used it Definitions 2 and 3 to generate the classes
1' l b  Y(w, c1)
and
12a y(w, cZ)
which are subclasses of 6"(D 1b , c l , w) and (,," (D 2al c 2 , w), respectively.
Consider the questions
Question 1. Among all pairs (;' 1, 6, Z, ) in
1.	 1 lb ^^ (w' cl) x 12a1(w cZ) ,	 (1-110)
1-37	 •
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Figure i- 7. Choice of Auxiliary Domains for a Given Scattering Problem
i
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J,
do there exist some for which the boundary condition C (c) in the statement
of the scattering problem O(S9 W9 cl9 c2 a 9 00) is satisfied?
9
Question 2, If (;' 1 9 14' M) and i = 1, 2 are any two solutions of AS  w, c 1,
C29 S 9 & 0 ), is the following true
21	 Z)(r1 = ^0 2(F)
If the answer to Question 1 is "yes, " then the pair
y1 c
z..
!V
{
V r e D1
.
	
f	 (1-111)
rFD2
1ID '
	
ID1	 2
	
(1-112)
3
r;
Y
c
is clearly a solution to (S, W9 c^ 19 c 2 9 d , 40 ), If, in addition, the
answer to Question 2 is also "yes, ", then (1-112) is the unique solution
, w, c l , c 2 , d9 g0 ). But note that "solution to AS,
 W, c l, cto 'As	 29
b9 t, n)" is now a phrase to be understood in the sharp and narrow sense
of Remark 1.
To further emphasize the above point, consider Figure 1
- 8, which
gives a schematic of the logical situation.
Denote
^G gD^ 9 c^ 9 W	 `" 	 ^°'2 9 72 )	 (D2 9 c 9 w) 9
41 00 7 Re f r ° ( Y2 a w) x172 ( gy p ^) da < ^
S4	 (1®113)
Then, by Theorem ?,
'Za -Y(W 9 c2) a J(D2 9 c 2 9 W)	 (1-114)
and if c is the number which satisfies condition C(d) then
91,
	
yp 9 CZ ) C ,g1(D 2 9 c2 g ^) a	 (1-115)
But is has not been established that every element of , (DZr c 2, W) is also
in 9 TramsZa c ) or in	 1cC^(2 c Y( d-T
1-39
(:	 G2}:
2a
v (D 2
..................
' 2afi ^2)
outer. Fields	Finite
n of the C1aSF Fields Satsfying theSituatio
	s s of
_ g ,	 Cla
Figure i	 within RadiatiO1" PropertyEn
1_40
Question 3e Thus, is it conceivable that there is a pair Z , } in
(D 	 ca l , w) x	 (D 	 w)
	
(1-116)
such that
i
 2 I
c or2c ^^(w, c Z )	 (1 -11 ?)
D2c
and yet ('^12) satisfies all other requirements of (c)o By definition,( ^i 1 ,	2) would not be a solution to 	 (S, w, c l , c 2 , a, p), and yet, on
a broader and more natural interpretation of solution, it would have to
be admitted as a solution. An investigation aimed at resolving this matter
might lead to a restatement of the scattering problem in order to etmcom-
pass a more general situation. If this could be done while retaining all the
theorems thus far established, it would be a real contribution to the theory.
In the nneantime, it will be shown in the remainder of this volume and in
those that follow, Volumes III and IV (References 12 and 13), that the above
statement of the problem is both meaningful and useful.
T-he chapters that follow describe attempts to mathematize Questions
1 and 2. Section 2 gives an affirmative answer to Question 2. The purpose
of Section 3 is to show how Question 1 may be posed as a problem involving
a certain linear and continuous operator T (solvability operator) whose
domain and codomain are the Hilbert space ^ 2	 4T he mathematical
properties of this operator T translate to qualitative features of the pro-
posed construction which are independent of the means used to implement
it. Section 3 gives a theorem on T which will be applied in Volume III to
construct a straightforward algorithm for numerical construction of
solutions to solvable or nearly solvable: problems. Section 4 shows that
there exists at least one class of such problems. This class of problems
forms a useful class of scattering problems with spherical boundaries and
incident field t0 given by (a) below. 'T'hus, Section 4 serves the following
purposes:
a. Exhibit a problem amenable to the proposed method.b.glace the classical treatment on a firm mathematical foundation.
1 t	 c. Show that the classical problem may justifably be used as atouchstone for perfecting general purpose programs to deal with
more general problems.
e
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E (2)
1
(2)
1
(2)
2
2
I
I
I
E (I)
2
^(1)
2
1 -
A.	 It is easy to verify that the difference field is a solution. to
Y(S9 w,	 cIP c2 n 	6900
where 4 1 00 = (^®, H® ) is any "incident field" so that
y.
J
2. UNIQUENESS
Theorem 10
Let the electromagnetic scattering problem Y(S, w) c 1 , 72 9 S,	 0)
be specified.
Suppose (I	 Iii^})(Ezl), H2 1))} is a solution to AS, w9 c 1 , c 29 S, 0 0)
far i = 1, 2.
Then
E^ I ^ (r)
^;1 } (r)
r	 ( 7)
 ( r}
E(2) (r)
E22) ( r )
(2) (7)
VrcE3. (2-1)
Proof: Consider the difference field
p
^	 p
1
y
. i
(2-2)
c
	
(z-3)
400 = ( ff8 'U) is such a field. Fix ?'00 31 (2-3) holds.
2-1
•	 1
B- Suppose, then, that .' is any solution to )I(S, w, c l , c 2 , 9 Al l
Then
®X El - 1``'µ1H1
® X
 H = ( ^1 - i WE1 )El
(Z-4)
and hence
V X El - 1 w µl H 1
_	 on D e
	
(2-5)
( ®X H l )* = ( 0 1 + iwEl)Ei
If these are used in conjunction with the identity
V. (E l x Hl ) = H1 ° ® X E 1 - E l ° ® X H _ ]HI ® X El - E 1 (® x ffds
the result is
*_ a	 iWe	 E	 ,® (E1 X H l ) = iwµlI^lI2 ( 1	 1)^ll Z on D I
and by the divergence theorem
	
f	
W ^°	 p
 ° (E l x T^^ )da = - ffl„^ ^E1 I 2 dv + iw J	 (,l	 ^ - E l iE l^^ ) dv
	
S	 R l	 171
(2-b)
where
'	 s
^	 1
Let c' be the number c
g>c', and define (see Figur
S9
D^
R2 y
Ft l = D l u S o	 (2-7)
of the condition G(d) satisfied by . a Choose
,e Z-1)
I
(r, w) r =^
I(rp w) f(w) < r <
S u DZ 
g 
u S9
Z-2
............................
	 ....
1 ;,	 o
x -^ rw+
. 1
t
Figure 2- 1. Geornetrical Concepts Usof the Uni
	
ed in the proofqueness Theorem
2-3
0Apply the technique of the above paragraph to E2, D2 on R 2 to obtain
fn 1 ° (E 2 X fi2^ )da + f r ° (]E 2 X gig * )da
-
CT2
 f^E 2 2dv + iw— J
	
(^ 2^^2^ 2 - E 2 ^E 2 ^ 2 )dv,	 (2- 9)
R 2	 R2t
Next, choose e e (0, 6)) ( Figure 2-2)
5 1 = {(r) w) r = [f (w) - c] }
( 2 - l 0)
are both stars. This is possible by Theorem 11. Consider the stars
S 1 [ f(w) -	 I, D(1 2 19 C ) ) D(1 9 2 96), 
n01)
(2-11)
S2 ( [ f(w) + ]) D(2 9 1 1 E ) 2 13 (2) 2, C)) n02 )
and the associated domains
D= D 1 n D(1, 2,c)
(2-12)
D2 C = ]x.7(2, 1,c) n D .
By definition of E, D 2 c D(S,6 ). The notation
R ie = S uDi 4 Si ,	 i=1,2
	 (2-13)
wi ll be used.
•
2-4
.p
•	 E
7	 ^ t
t
e
r
I
N
ram~
D(S,€)
D2E' 
	 D 1 ^ ^.^
n
0l ^ S
S	
/
n02 A
. S2
Figure 2-2. Domains Used to Obtain the Energy Balance Integral Identity
•
a
2-5
J.
The technique used before is applied to (E
1 9	 ^H ) on R to obtainl
-
 fn01 ° (El x H
l * )da +	 n ° (E 1 x y 2 * )da
`S l	 Sf 
	
.. 
^l	 El 2 dr + i wf
	
(µ1H1) 2 - lFEl12 )dv .	 (2-14)
	
R le	 RIC
The technique is applied to ((fo + E 2 ), ( HO + H2 )) on R,, to obtain
nO2 ( E O + E 2 ) x ( H0 + H2 ) I da + J Al  ° I (E O + E 2 ) x (H0 + H2 ) daJ 52	 S1
s•
,
	
_ - C° Z f	 E0 + El f 2 da + iw f	 (;L2{ HO + H21 2 - E2 E 0 + E 21 2 ) dv
	
JR 2I'	 R2C	 (2-15)
(2-14) and (2-15) are added to obtain
J 
S 
n ° 1 (r02 + E2) x (HO + R 2 ) * 1 da - J S 0 	° (f l x Hl* )da2	 1
+
 f
I A.
  (E l x I-€ l * } - n . ( E O + E 2 } x (HO + H2}*IIda
S
- (CF1 fR Ell 
2d v + 
^2
	
	
IE0 + E2 1 2 dv^fR
1e	 2e
+ i w fR
	
H0 + R21 2 - 2
1 Ell+ El l 2 ) dv
+	 (µ11 9 1 12 	 l Ell 2 )dv	 (2-16)
^R
The integrand of the surface integral over S may be dealt with by using
vector identities and the boundary conditions at S:
}
•y
A ° (E1 x H 1 ) - n 
I 
(to x V) + ( E2 x ff2 * ) + (E 2 x H 0 * ) + (E0 x H2*)
A • (E 1 x E1 *) - I n • ( E0 x H0* ) + n . { E2 x H2 # ) + n ° (E2 x Ho.' )
+ n ° ( E 0 x H2*)^
H1* n x El -
I—
 H 0 	 ( n x E 0 ) + H2w ° (n x E 2 ) + H0 ° (n x E2)
+ H[2 • (n X EO) l
= H1*	
{n x E l } .. ^Ho* . [ ( A x E O ) + {n x E z )] + 1'I2* [ 	 E2)
+(nxEO)!I
H1*	 (n x E 1 ) - ((H + H2* } • i n x (E^ + E2)I
w ai l* • (n x E l ) - (Fl o  + H2 * ) ^n x E1)}
^H1* - { Ho * + HG * )^ • (n X E1)
E1 •^Cnx{IID + H2 )l- nxH l ^	 = 0.	 (2-17)
This shows that the integral over 5 in (2-16) is identically equal to zero.
If a goes to xe ro in ( 2-16), the (energy balance) identity
	
J n l +ffO X  E 2) x (Po x If2 ) * Ida + r n ° (E l x H 1 * ) da = Q	 (2-18)S	 JS
is obtained.
C
	
2-7
	 C'
0r
This identity may be written
1SIn1
	
{E 0 x ! 0 *) + n I • { E 0 x HZ ) + n1	 (E2 x H O * ) + n I • ( E 2 x 
H2* )1 da
+ f n • ( E I x H 1 * ) da = 0
S
(2•-19)
i. e.,
i H O * (n 1 x E O ) da + J HZ* (nl x E O ) da - f E2 • (n 1 x H0 ) das	 5	 5
	
+ f n  • (E 2 x H 2* ) da +	 n • (EI x H IS ) da = 0 .	 (2-20)S	 S
But since for the present scattering problem
A x E0 = n x H0 = 0	 on S,	 (2-21)
it follows from (2-20) that,
n I • (E— 	H2* ) da + f — n • (E I X HIS ) da = 0 , 	 (2-22)
S	 S
a result which in view of (2-6) and (2 - 9), may be written
- Q1
 
JR
I2 dv + ^ 	E 2 dv + Re J r - (E2 x H2da
 I	 R24	
S4
+ i w f ( fi 11 	 2 -	 lE Z ) dv + w	 (µiZ R2 1 2 - OE 	 2)dv1	 I	 I
R 1	 R2t
- gm	 r - (E 2 x H 2* ) da	 = 0 . (2-23),
S
2-8
rC. By Theorem 5,
Re f r (E Z x H Z* ) da
S
1	
2
2	 n(n + 1)	 2
2
2	
µ	 k 2 he (k 2 C)	
22 ^aA + lb	 AEA1 U A^k	 ^	 A
n
Denote
FW = Ym f r • ( E 2 x H2 ) da
<	 S
Then
f
E2
212
13 n{n + 1)
fla.1 2 +bj 2 AE A U 1^
Rk2 
	
Ih n (k;o)l
+ 
i(z5j R {^2	 E 2) dv + f	 { µ2 1 H2 	 - E2 ^ E2 2 ) dv - F(O = 0 1I rl, ^ 	 III ,	 -	 R1	 2^
It follows that
E1 = H 1 = 0	 onRl
and also that
aA = b A =0 V AEAluA2
E2-H2-0	 on Dcr
D. It remains to show that
E2 = H
	
0	 onR2=SuD2.
2-9
s
rIt has been shown that for each wen, E 2
 (r, w) 0 on r (c', oo ), The
necessary extension follows from the result
E z (r, w)	 4 7r fS I 
n x ( VX E 2 ) ^+ + (n E z ) x VLP + (n ° E 2 ) ®q	 d S
valid for (r, w) E D2 , and where
ik2 P
L =	 e A
	
ik2 p	 ik p
P ik
2
 e	 -	 e 2	 T	 - 1
P	 P 2	 (^ik 2 T } P-
This result is due to Wilcox (Reference 27, pages 116- 120). In view of
the fact that
n x E 2 = n x (®x E2 ) = 0	 on S,
the above may be written
_	 ik2	 n	 n	 1	 n	 qjE 2 ( r , w ) ^^	 (n ° E Z ),j, p
 da 4n f (n - E2 ) —p- dafS	 S
E 2(r, 0,) may be considered as a function of r. The Cartesian
components of p may be found from Figure 2-3:
A	 f(w) sin0 cos $) i + (f(w) sin 0 sin 0) j + (f(w) cos®- r) k
P	
I[f(w)]?- + r 2 - 2rf(w) cos ®^1 ^2
and the element of area da may be written
da = If  (w } l dw .
a, , M
ti
2-10
7^1
a
r
r
x
Y	 Y1
Figure 2 - 3a Domains Used to Find the Cartesian Components of p
The Cartesian components of EZ (ry 0, ^) are of the form
^^ fu g (w' ) lry f(w% ci f ) b 1 (r, w') dw'
4ir f glW^) P( ry f (w % w') b2 ^r y w^) dw^ e0
Write
f - 2rf coo 0 + r 2 = (f - re l®)(f - re -i®) y
from which it follows that
1/2
P = If  - 2rf coo 0 + r 2	 = 0
r	 ) elf® e
2-11
YR
IThis shoves that the functions
2 1 /2
exp ik 2 [f2 (w) - 2z f(w) cos 0 + z ]
l,J =
	 p ^^ ^y 2l/2
f (w) - 2z f(W) Cos 0 + z 
21)
are holomorphic ..verywhere on the z-plane except at
Z ` f(w) a*i0 e
BY arguing as in the proof of Theorem 3 in the Appendix of Volume I
(Reference 1 i) (or Hille, Reference 28, ( page 1 821) it can be shown that
the function
ik
F(z) = 4,r I g(w') z l (zy f(w% w') b 1 (zy w') dw'
.	
g(w') '1	 -y'I^ ''
I	
Z(zy f(w')y w') b2 (z y w') dw'
is holomorphic on (.Figure 2-4)
ZIz =Rely R sup
(^E [ Oy 27r] f
and it is clear that
F(z) = F(r) for z = r c (f(0 2 ) y co )
The remainder of the proof follows by analytic continuation.
2-12
OW
Xjp
0
Figure 2-4. Domain of Holomorphy in the T Plane of the Cartesian
Components of E2 (T, o, 0 ) for any o e (o, 2 n )1
2-13
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3. SOLVABILITY
3.1  THE GENERAL SOLVABILITY OPERAT®R.
The motivation and details for this section have already been pro-
vided in Section 1 ° 12 0
 Figure 1 - 8 should serve to review the definitions
of basic geometrical concepts. The notations developed in Section 1 0
 9
hold in ttoto. Figure 1-5 reviews the pertinent functions and spaces. It
is assumed that a particular scattering problem AS 9 w, c19 c29 b, U'0
has been given with the boundary of the star
S, D l ,
 D2, n(f	 )
and that the radii a 9 b have already been selected. The coordinate sys-
tem which gives rise to the representation of S by f and the choice of
a, b will remain fixed. The unit tangent base vectors ^ and g and the
functions aji(w) constructed in equations (1-101) and (1- 102), respectively,
from f ( w) are assumed to be available.
An operator is needed that takes pairs (A 1, A 2 ) of vector-valued
functions on the annulus
Aab D 2 n D lb,
which contains S, and gives the tangential components of A 1 and A2 on S.
Definition 5.
The boundary operator Y is the mapping
o	 3 2	 0	 4
•^	 (Aaba	 +` l g^' ^^
given by
S
(A1 ^^} °
*	 A
.^(A s A 
w (^ 1 Is)y	 1	 2 (A	 } ° A
_	 z^s
2 Is)
3-1
6r
t
In terms of the operator ,St, the boundary condition
A,	 _ A	 r,
n 	
^'0.+4ZsI n 
	
Is
in the statement of AS w s C 1 9
 c2 , 6 Y 0 ) may be phrased as
The space y2 (n)is a Hilbert space 1 ' if the operations are defined
in the usual way (Stone, Reference 29, pages 29- 32). The space
=jy '2(Sl) 4 with operations
T. = (f M^ , fMfM f'M ) 6 'r4, a = 1 9 2
f l + f2 = f = (f 19 f29 f 3 9 f4)
Where
f.= f^ l) + f!2)
Y	 1	 1
C f = (f 1' f 2 p fay f4)'E.
Ci 1 = (crf 19 Cxf2 s af3 a af4)
and
(fi, fZ ) _	 (f!,), fi ) -. l f fi fi	 dw
i = 1	 i = 1 ^
is also a Hilbert space. A complete orthonormal set for T4 is given by
1T 1 v e 1,0 	 (3-. 2)
where
B
A0 = A O x (4)	 (3®3)
and
`r.I M 14)x , 0 9 02 0 1
7X2 W 0 P +a, 0, 0 1
7X3 = ^0, 0, *)L , 0 1
_ 1 0, 019 0,	 (3-4)
0
3-2
•r
`	 Definition 6 °
The general solvability opera is the mapping
defined by
r.Tv = .^ ^lbc w (v3 ' "4) - 'f 2aE w( V I I vZ)^1	 2
where
v (v l , vZ) v39 v4)°
Theorem 11.
T is linear and continuous on. °
 The range of T is a proper
#	 subset of.	 °
Proof; Linearity follows from the linearity of all operators involved in
the definition. The proof of continuity depends on the .fact that if
.	 717- = g	 (3-5)
then gi EC 0 (y1) °
 9 C independent of v
r.
	
Il T- {{ < C I{ V {I	 VR
	
IE.-o
	
( 3 -6)
Since g i EC0(0),
i
' Z 	
1^2	
sup Z 1/2	 4 su
	
{I g 11	 I	 I dw	 e	 ^47r	 c 2 ^^	 p
— I f gi	 ^, (	 weDlgil )	 wt3^lgil^i^ l	 i= 1	 i l
(3°°7)
4
	{I'T'v+{	 2IJ-7r	
lgil	 24-7r supl(E 1 l ) ° -X2 2 ) ° I-^ supl(f l ) °
i-1 is	 1s	 Is
	
A	 3- g
Y	
v° (I°e ^^
	
+o o ° etc.	 '1	 )
i
3-31
rto
_ A	 _ _ A
g^ lE l ^x)° - E 2 ( r ) ° ^`- sup If1 (r) ° !+ up i f(r)	 I
and
its IE 1 (r)I + —
sup
 
IE2 (r)1°
Consider 9 e, g, s
E 2
	
VAJ7(v 1 , 7F) + 
^c 
®xvx[ t9(v  r)r]
2
(3-9)
(3-1.0)
sup
	
r)I supl ® xI Av r- ) —r+ 1 sup l®x®x[tq(v ,r)rl!res	 2	 its	 1	 Ik21 rFs	 2
(3-11)
B ut
V ® r =	 ®x r + (®e) x r - ( ,Vf[K l a (vd _ K 2 v1 I dw x r (3-12)
and
®f [K 01 ,(v l ) m K 2 ^ 1 ) dw = fl(VK1 )a?(vl 	 (N7K 2 )v1 ]dw ° (3-13)
Hence
sup
l ®x[ r]I^ sup	 [ (®K )a (v) ^, ^K )v dw x rits
	
its	 1 2 1	 2 1
<b su
	
ts f (®1{l)^2(vl)dw + rES
	
(®K2)vl dw ° (3.14)
The Cauchy-Schwartz inequality is used to obtain
P I ®x[j i g]1< b(M 1 11 dc 2 ( v1 A + m2 11v 1 !!)	 (3-15)res
ot2 has already been shown to be bounded so
!UPI® x [	 r I < C 11v 1 11^ C11 : 11	 ( 3 -16)
A similar pattern may be applied to bound all the terms on the RHS of
(3-8).
b 3_4
•3. 2 THE SOLVABILITY OPERATOR
The closed linear manifold
Irl 717 = (v l , v2 , v3 , v4 )E J' 4 , (v i2 0 A ) = OV ;k E A 0 - (A 1 U A 2 ) e
(3-17)
is spanned by the orthonormai set
	
{T , I PE A)	 (3-18)
where
A' = (A U Yl 2 )x OX	 (3-19)
The zero element of will be denoted 0.CA,
Definition 7.
The solvability operator is the restriction of T tore
To = Tl r
In view of (I - 73) and ( 1 - 74), it is clear that the range of T O is precisely
the range of T.
Theorem 12,
1) T O is linear and continuous on j.
2) The range of TO is a proper subset of 4.
3) TO
 takes ^1-1 onto its range,
Proof; ( 1) and ( 2) follow from Theorem 11 ° To prove ( 3), suppose the con-
trary. Then '3 E ' , i = 1, 2	 v 	 v2 and TV1 = Tv 20
Since T O
 is linear and since iris a linear space, the element
V = V  - 72 = (v l , v2, v3 1' v4)
is not 0x E r and yet
3-5,
rIn mew of the definition of the solvability operator T0,
	
^1bc2W(v3' v4) 1 D i	 2ac 2 W (vl ' v2 ) 1 D
	
1	 2
z
is a solution to Y(S, W , c i s c2 , S, 00) , where
	
00	 --	 (3-21)0
It therefore follows from the proof of the Uniqueness Theorem that
lbc W (d3 9 v4 )' 	 _	 V r E D 1	 (3-22)
2	 D 1	 IT
4	 and
E 1 (7)
	
0
2ac2w(vl' v2) 
D2	 ai l
 (TI
	
0
	
^'r F D2e	 (3-23)
In particular for n, 4 3
o<77<a
b^^^,
by Theorem 5 and 6, for all W St
(3-24)
Am
n
	„1E. ^? W
	 ^+ a 	
2H W	 = 0
k 1 3n(k, —) ( a A3 4A (	 t	 ( era ) }	 ^1;.A2	
—
0
(3-25)
a;
and
:t2Y1 r G E	 0
k ^ p (k	 ^a^ l ' A ( s W) + a A^2 )A^^ ( o W )^	 ^ A 00 ^2 = — >
1 n 2	 0
(3®26)
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rand by the orthogonality properties of mm, ") (Appendix A), it folly rs
that
aAi = 0	 (A, i) (Al uA2 ) x IV/ u	 (3-27)
and this implies that v = 0X , contrary to the original supposition.
3.3 THE RANGE OFT IS LARGE
The theorem of the last section may be used to show that the range
of T O contains a denumerably infinite linearly independent set; i. e, , the
linearly range of T O is large.
Theorem 13.
Given finite N a? 1 and
C-
X i E	 1 E <N>
3
Xi I i 4E <N> 
I 
is linearly independent,
then
(T x i ) I i c <N> I is linearly independ.ento
Proof:
w	 N
i- 1 b
i (T Xl ) = 0
N
T i;1, b 
1
. X i r 0
(by Theorer 10)
N
b i
 X l = 0
x
(by linear independence)
bi-0Vie <N>a
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Y.3. 4 ACTION OF T O ON A BASIS FOR d.
Define the orthogonal set*
k2hn(k2 a)
n A
	 TAi	 (A, 1) c ( A l u A 2 ) X { 1, 2}mn
k
l
 ,^' (k b )
	
+ ^ 1
	
'Ai 	 (A1 u A 2 ) X 13, 41 .
	
mn	 (3-28)
The set
^ Ai ^ 4Aa ^) ^ Ar I
spans the closed linear manifold .2; ie ee , it is a basis for •	 The action
of T O on this basis gives the sequence
IT0XXi I(A,i)  c A' l	 (3-29)
4
of elements in •	 This sequence i s described in more detail in 'fable 3-1
for S' given by
• A general star
• A surface of revolution with the Z-axis of the coordinates
chosen to define TO taken along the axis of revolution
• A sphere.
The table will be of use in Section 4 and also in Volumes III and IV
The calculation of the entries of Table 3 - 1 will be illustrated with
one example, which will serve to review the definitions. Denote
k2hn(k2a)
cA	 A	 A = (n, m, i) c AOo
mn
* Here A w (n, m, j) E A l u A2
3-g
J
0
ir
Then
TO xki T0cA'Al) = MC A T O l OA, 0, 0, 0]
w -c
A lbcl w (0, 0) "' 2a7 
2 
w(OA , 0)
= +c A
 Yg 2E (OA , r )
IRM bAa . )
cAY
mik
^(2)	 Aa r)
2	 (3-30)
where
2
(2)N	 ( 0A, x ) = k ®x (2) ( A ,°) o	 ( 3 _31)t	 2
On the other hand, by Theorem 6 in Volume 1, Chapter V, it follows
that
h (k r )
+'ak2
 (0 A, r)= ^ ! k h 
n
e (k
2	
^
a) ^' Ou ^- (na m a x ) ^' A2	 01
where
a0 = (0Aa ox ) = a
and hence
1Oak2 (*An
 r) ' k ho (^	 hn(k2r)j,,2 n 2 a)
lc2hn(k2 a) hn(k2r) mn Pn (cos f) dim M(3..32 )
3-9
YThus
®x d ) ( ^^, F) r1 = k =M . 	 ^x h (k r) Pm (cos ^)+^. (^) rZ	 (k a)	 n 2	 n	 im2 n 2
(3.33)
ie e,
mn
	
_	 A
	
(2)( ^Aa r)	 k h' (k a) M(2) (7)2 n Z
(3-34)
A
k h'^k a) n(A2) (—
r).
2 n Z
It follows that ( see (1_?0))
m(A ) (r)
=-
99 	 2.E (F)
2 -( Z
)A (F)
ZL 
00
To give more details,
rn(^ )
 =	 M22^ + M(2)^3A
n(2) = N(2) r + N(2) i + N ( Z )A
	1A	 ZA	 3A(P
where the coefficients of r, ®, p are given in Table I of Volume I
(Reference 11). Using (1-10 1)
Ar = all n + a1Z 
+ a13^
• = a21 + a22 + a23
= a31 n+ a32 +a339'
(3-35)
(3-36)
(3-37)
3-10
rand the notation
N (2)U
N (2) = N (2^ ) (3-38)
(2)
N3A
(2)
M1A
M (2) = M(2) MM 	 0	 (3-39)
M (2)3A
and also B odewig 4 a notation
(a i,) = (a • 1 F	 a. 2 , a p 3 ) F	 (3-40)
(3-36) may be written as
,W
, 2) = (M 2)p	 a, i 1 n + (M 2)• a, 2 1 g¢ (M (?- ) •	 a • 3 J
(3-41)
T (2)
_ (N (2) • a.	 n +J)A (N (2) 
.
(	 11
ap 2^
	
N
.4
(2) -	 a° 3/
and soF by (3-35)
a
T 
0 x Al ' I
M^ a a 
a
M^. a
.=
s+V 	 8 Y p a.
w^2	 A	 2
2- ikZ NA • a. 32
(3-42)
3-11
0	 t
r
TO x A 1	 I
M2Aa22 + M3Aa32
M2A a23 + M 3 a 3 3
ik
wµ N 1A a I2 + N2A a22 + N3Aa3Z2
m 1k2
w–
	 I NI. a lZ + N2A a23 + N3A a33 jz
I 
	 (3-43)
which may be written
TD x AI	 1
a22	 a32
	
M (2)	 + M(1)
	
2A	 3A
X 23	 a33
- ik	 a 1	 a2Z	 a 3
—? N (2)	 + N (2)	 + N (2)
w	 1A	 2A	 3A
^Z	
a13	 a23	 a33
1	 e
(3-44)
Then from Table 3-1 of Volume I (Reference 11)2
a22M a32
mh I1mS
n n m
	 - h n t n Cm
	
d23	 a33
TOx lmnl
`'i 2	 a22
	 a32
	
wµ2 
n(-`-k2r hnPn Cm a1 3 ^ .Yn r n Cnj a23
	
m fn 
F
m
n a
33
r = f(w)
(3-45)
w
3-12
•If
For a surface of revolution with the axis of revolution lying about
the Z-axis of coordinates, the matrix ( a ij ) of (3-37) will have the form
a ll	 a 12	 0
(aij ) = a21	 a22	 0 s	 (3-46)
0	 0	 1
i. e.
a13 = a23 = a 3 = a 32 = 0	 (3-47a)
and
a33 = 1 0
	
(3-47b)
This and (3-45) gives the element TO
 X lmnl of the table for S a surface of
revolution.
Finally, for S a star, the matrix ( aij ) of (3-37) has the elements
a. = a.	 (3-45)Ij	 1j
This and the previously computed entry in the table gives the entry
TO X lamnl for S° a sphere.
The remaining entries may be filled in by using Table 3-1 and the
first row of Table 3-1 by formal substitutions,
3, 5 SOLVABILITY BY DEBYE : S
 METHOD
Consider the mapping
V ^--► 4	 (3-49)
given by
V(v)-(91bc w(v3' v4) D g `^^a^ w (vl v2) D2)1	 ^ l	 2 	
(3-50)
3- 13,
rwhere
a (V l 9 dZ P v3 9 v4)	
r-A'o
Suppose	 0 falls in the range of T 0 ; then it is clear that
V T 0 l d J)'70)	 (3-51)
is the unique solution to AS, w, c 1 , c Z , ^, 10)
On the other hand, it is also possible that for any Y c TD P ^ (d, e0)
e 4' (D(S, a ), c Z , w)
and
^^;'Y = 70
In this case,
For some applications, the question:
Given C > 0 (acceptably small), does there exist
(3-53)
is more meaningful.
At present, the above questions have not been mathematically resolvecL
In view of this unsatisfactory state of affairs, the question may be asked„
Are there any scattering problems 0(S, w, c l , cZ , a, (7,0 ) for which
0 e 'I`0 l, ^1 -? The answer is yes, as will be shown in the next section.
At this point in the development of the theory, if Y is not one of
the problems demonstrated to be solvable in the next section, the follow-
ing problem must be posed: Find that y' c 'I' Q ^^ 3
If y' - .`9 M e ll y - /90 II V ycTD (,	 o	 (3 - 54)
3-14
1Then, if
1IY'-1?'0I1 <C
for some acceptably small e ,
VT® 1
 ^Y'^
is taken as the approximate solution, Numerical Means for Constructing
y' with the property (3-54) will be the subject of Volume HL
c
3-Y5
iTable 3-1. .Action of Solvability Operator on a
Complete Orthogonal Set
To v S a General Star Surfacewith axis of revolution along
xis of coordinates
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4. THE CLASSICAL SPHERICAL PROBLEM IS SOLVABLE
If w>0, c 1 E i^, c` 2
 f 2 and
r = f(w) _= c
S=SC
S = co
	 (4.- )
A
1E o exp [ik2 r cos 01
(a0 =
µ V X i Eo exp [ik2r cos 0 1
2
in the scattering problem AS w, c 1 , c2 , 6 1 , 0 ), the resulting special
case is the classical spherical scattering problem. In this chapter, con-
sideration will be given to problems of this type for which the complex
relative refractive index, defined as
k 1	 k4W, d1^	
(4-2)
is greater than 1 in modulus, It has already been pointed out that Stratton's
treatment of this problem is formal and that it prompted the developments
described in Sections 2 and 3 4 The purpose of this section is to demon-
strate that the spherical scattering problem (4-1) is certainly solvable if
f mf > 1. This means that the class of problems solvable by Debye's
method is not void. Alternatively, the formulationgiven in Section 1, 12
of scattering problems is meaningful at least for S a sphere and the scat-
tering parameters presently under consideration. These solvable spheri-
cal scattering problems may be used as a check for general purpose
programs based on the general method.
4.1 STRATTON @ s TREATMENT OF THE CLASSICAL PROBLEM
The statement of the scattering problem in Stratton is not altogether
clear. In particular, the radiation condition to be satisfied is left open.
Besides the assumption of existence and uniqueness, Stratton assumes not
4-1
sonly the expansibility of the desired solutions in the domains D1b, D 2
but the convergence of these series on the boundary S as well, and strong
enough convergence to justify the formulation of the boundary conditions
in terms of these series. Also, Stratton's derivation of the serves repre-
sentation of the incident field ^,"o of (1) is purely formal. Finally, the solu-
tion obtained is a sequence of fractions, and it is not immediately evident
that the denominators of these fractions are never zero. The nature of
these objections will be discussed first, and then the objections will be
removed.
4, 1. 1 Critique of the Derivation of the Vector Plane Wave Expansion
On page 419, Stratton (Reference 8) derives the formula
	
exp [ik2r cos 91 
_ E ann'Zln+ 	 b nn l0 n	 (4-3a)
n=1
where
a . in 2n +1
n	 n(n + 14
	
b =min+ 1_ 2n+ 1	 (4-3b)n	 n(n + 1)
and
fn- = V  [ i n (k2 r)Pn (cos 6) jm(0)]
nA0) 
= k ®x	 m AO)	 (4m3c)
Z
The derivation of the formula is by the following pattern: Assume that the
LEIS is expansible as a series of vectors m(O 
n and No ), 	 then derive the
coefficients a n , I-
-
 in the expansion by the use of the formula from Volume
I, Chapter IV, (97) (Deference 11)
exp [ik2 r cos 9 1 = E in(2n+ 1)j n (k2 r)Pn (cos 9)	 (4-4)
n= 0
I
4-2
ence is
,
r
and the formulae of Theorem 2 in Volume I, Chapter VI, (Reference 11)
giving the orthonormaiity property for m, n fields. The trouble with this
procedure is that the constants which result may give rise to a RHS of
(4-3a) which, even if it converges, may not converge to the (desired) .LHS
from which it was constructed. A. rigorous direct proof of formula (4m3a)
is given in Section 4. 2.
4. 1. 2 Critique of Method Used to Fit Boundary Conditions
Stratton's treatment of the classical problem is given as Table 4-1.
The symmetry which results in this problem gives rise to a considerable
simplification in the determination of the constant coefficients. However,
it is not known ahead of time that the series (lb) and (1c) in Table 4-1 for
the desired solution will converge sufficiently strongly on S C , or for that
matter anywhere else (to the desired solution), to justify the formulation
of the boundary condition. It must, therefore, be granted that the sequence
of coefficients obtained is still open to question. Rigor demands that with
these coefficients, the series (lb) and (lc) must be shown to converge on
Sc
 strongly enough to justify the rearrangements implicit in (2) and also
that, with these coefficients, the series (lb) and (1c) converge to electro-
magnetic fields on D lc and D2c , respectively. These questions have thus
far been ignored in view of the neatness of the final form and the authority
of the source. They cannot be ignored in the present wellmsetness
investigation.
The notation of Table 4-1 is almost that of Stratton. The correspond-
Stratton This Report
pp. 564565 (Volume II )
(1) --(0)
eln mlln
— ( 1 ) —(0)
mOln m 21
(1) —0)
n'eln mlln
M O)
Oln m 21
(3) --(2)
meln mlln
(3) (2)
mOln in
4-3
Table 4-1, Plane Wave Scattered By Sphere
The Debye representation of the fields is assumed to be
r
IE T=	 O exp(ikZ2)	
= EO n = 1 Dn 1;; ( a - 
i of t }n!
^	 (la}	 wkZ 	  ET$ - j	 E exp(ik $) = -	 0	 Da f m(0) + i n (010 - oo	 Z	
""Z n, I	 mlln	 2In^
r = E
	
D Eat (1} 
_ i bt n[1}l	 !) a= 1 n n Zln	 n llet
III	 (I b)	 w
IT -k— E	 Dn
l	 I t —(I )	 t —(1)
I = wµl o n= 1
	
ba milln + ian lain
r
E	 E	 D ^ar ro[ZI _ i b  n(2:)2	 0 
a=1 n a ZIn	 n Iln
(1 C)
-
_--	
l	 (1Z	 wµ2 Eon=l
	
a llnDn bm+iaa Zln
-IN
i. e., from Table I of Volume I:
2E O -EO n= 1 Dn{ - i (na-	 ja0 pn C 11
l
¢11n0UnCI ._ iaO^nCif	 *+ [ -j nO 7 n 5 1 + i 'In0 nn$ll0^
(ZaI
r
FT	 -	
k21EO	
D0	 wZ n= 1
i nn+l 1^
	
1	 ln	 F	 °'2'	
'nO ^n 51 1
n(	 1
r +1" jn0 ^n SL + f	
n	 1
no 7  S11	 0+ I- ]nO rn G 1 + i
1	 ^
n n C1.^ nO
£
a '	 0 
a=1 Da -iba ^
r nn+1	 1ha Pn C l l w	 r	 1r+^aa^ahnC1 -ibnnraC1r	 1 n	 r®+-an
 hasnSl1	 r	 I	 ^+ibn nnnSl^^^
(zl (261
k2
N Z = -	 2 E0 I I
	 n+ 1	 1D. 	 ia rn
-
aY-- haPn51
 ar +	
- bnr hn T 1n $1 r	 1+ iaa .	 a rn S1 w	 re +  - bn hn r ln C r	 Il +ian	 n r n
 C l !n -
E 1	 EO	 Dn -
t	 nn+1+ )ibn	 k 1 r	 Jn ^ C 1
w	 t	 1_r + la' la
 Iln C 1 t/	 1	 0i ba	 1n r n C 1 I,i
t	 1+ f - a n
 ja r n 5 1 t	 1	 ^f+ibn n n Sl In	 Ia = 1
(2C)	 r
ki
lil = `op1	
E0 I i an ^ nin r l	 jn Pn 51 1 ^ + ^ - bn jn iln 5 l + i an ^ a rn S 1 ^B -1- bn jn s n c l #+ ^ an ^n n n C ln = l
The boundary conditions at r = c lead to
m
Dn
 ^an jn 
nn C1 -ibn a rn C1 - an hn nn C1 +ibn , 'n y n C l 	 -	 1 pn ^n0 I` n C 1	 nO Tn C 1 4n=3
4
1.
5old
ftj
5
i
A
The boundary conditions at r = c lead to
W
lln lan 3 n !I n C 1 - i 6R	 n ra C l - a	 hn lIn C1 + i 6n	 nYn C1 -
m	
t
Dn	 ^n^ r n C E - '	 T n
1
C ! ln= 1 !	 1 nD
(3a)
D	 -a t j	 r 1 S 	 +ibt ^	 ll'S
	 +a r h	 Y l S 	 - ib r 	 II ISn	 n n
	 n	 I	 n	 n	 n	 1	 n	 n	 n	 1	 j,n	 n	 n	 In= 1 - b	 r1S	 +^	
t	 [11Sn f - Jn0	 1	 !,/ n0:	 l	 n n
ki	 !	 1	 t	 1
1)	 ^wµ l 	- $n jn 11' S 1 + i an J. Yn SI kt	 r	 Z	 e	 1+ ^bn hn 81n S l - i an'	 T n Sl^ k2
-
-
^	 (	 1I D. jn0 ri n S 1!' " ^ n 0 1T I  S fn= 1 2	 n i+µ2 n = l F
(3b)
btD	 kl -	 j Y1 C + i a t
	111 C
=i
 
.
	
n	 n	 n	 1	 a }n	 n	 l^n
h H I+ ? br
 h	 fl C
	
- i are it	 C l
^2	 n n n	 1	 n' n	 n	 I^
k
_	 z^
wµ2n
^
D	 r	 1n	 -1n0 	 nCl (+t^/.0tinCl^
1
= L
The system 1 3y will be formally satisfied if there are constant a& , bA , as , ba such that
a^ jn (41m) -la - i b
elt	 n;tm} Yn - an hn(a} ^n ¢ i bn >tn(a) Yn 	 = jn{a ) - i Y an (a)
($a)
-a t j	 (am) Y 1 + i bt (am) a' + ar h (a ) Y 1n n	 n	 n	 n	 n	 n n
	 n - i br -	 (*) a 1	 - . j.(6) rl +n	 n	 n i^	 l[nn (a)n n
-bt m µ j (am} n	 + i a t mµ	 (am)'r	 +be µn	 2 n	 n	 a	 2	 n	 a	 n h (a) $ 1 'far µ	 X) Y 1 = µ	 (-l	 n	 n	 n	 t	 1 j	 {a} ()1 + t 	 T fn(a)
V BcIO,s^
n	 n	 1 n n	 .	 	 n
(4b)
t
-bn m µ2 jn(am) Y n + i an mµ2 	 n(am)Itn+ bn µl hn(ay Yn - i a" µ l Jrn(a ) a n = µ l - jn;a} Y n + i n(a)r n
(3)
(4)
(b' fn(am) - bn.jt n (a) ^ 	 lan ^2 - lY n)2^ =	 a(a) [(rn)2 - tr n}a
(5a)	 1	 !!!1
( 
*n^	
j(	 I^
hn(a)t ' 1
Y2
`an jn(am)	 - an	 1	 1
I
jjn(a) 	 ^1n a `rZ
! 11
{5)
an mµ2	 n(am) " an µl hn(a)	 411)z - (TI )z
	
= 4`l in(d) l^rn^2 -	 T ^ 21 n(5b)
Lbn mµt jn;am) + bA µ l hn(a )	 l^ra a -
K" 21 s -µl jn{a) [(W.')2
2
The system (5)isidentically satisffiedby the solutions of the systems
an jn(am) - aehn(a )	 - jn(a} bn (am }.	 n(am) - (am) bn	 n(a) _ (an,)	 n(a)
(ba) and	 (bb)
1an mµt i n (am) - an µ l ,j `n(a) = µl	 n(a)41 -bt	 2 jn( a m) + bn N1 hn(a )	 = -µljn(a)
i. e., by
which is equivalent to
a r = - 
µ l
 )n{am) a fn(d) - µt jn(a )(am)f Warn)
V	 µi jn am n alµz "n a m n am
(7a)
t	 µl jn(am) a.r n(a) - µl hn(a ) s 1n(e)
an µl n am a_o n a - µt n aWar")j
 
n am
be = - µ l 3n(a)J n(am) - µ2 m j.(am"f n(a)
°	 µl n a f n(am)	 _-i`2minam	 na)
and (7b)
b  T µl hn(a)f n(a) - 91 jn(cUr,(a)
n - µl hn a)f n am - µtm3.am-r
•
1.
iThe corresponding table for n ( X 	m) is obtained by formally replacing by n
in all entries above.
Also
Quantity Stratton This Report(Volume II)
radius of sphere a c
size ratio p = k 2 a a =k 2 c
kl k1
relative refractive index ITT = k2 m = k2
Recall that (Figure 1-1)
k2 £ 40
and
k  E '4 1'
and hence
mE^I.
4.1. 3 Critique of the Formally-Obtained Solution
Note that in (7a) and (7b) on Table 4-1, it is not immediately evident
that the denominators are always non-zero.
4. 2 JUSTIFICATION OF FORMAL SOLUTION
This section removes all the objections raised in Section 4-1.
4. 2. 1 Direct Proof of Plane Wave Expansion
The proof of the plane wave expansion (4-3) is based on the formula
(Volume I, Chapter IV, Section 7)
co
exptik2r cos e] =	 in (2n. 1) jn (k2 r) Pn (cos d),
n=0
PRECEDING P "E BLANK NOT ^" 7112
4-7
(4-5)
w i
which is a special case of the degenerate form of Gegenbauer's addition
theorem (Theorem 7 in Volume I, Chapter IV (Reference 11) corresponding
to v = + 1/ 2  and of the formula given in Volume I, Chapter 4, Section 6
(104) (Reference 11)
z m 1 exp (iz11) = cos z + in sin z _ i ( 1 ^ r
 2)
n=1
Z =k 2 r
q =- co 04 0
in 2n+ 1
n n+ I pr ((r])j n (z)n 
(4-6)
(4-7)
for
which follows from the above theorem by setting v = -1/2.
The convenient notation (4-7) will be followed. The convergence
properties of the series in (4-6) are naturally those stated, for the general
theorem and are sufficient to guarantee rearrangements and term-by-
term differentiation, the resulting series again converging subnormally on
E 3 , etc, It will be evident from the proof that the statement of the theorem,
though adequate for the present work, may be generalized.
Theorem 14:
For any real r and ® and for any k 2 E Io
i exp [ik2 r cos E)] =	 D m ^ - in 0)
n= l
.^i 
n=
0 	 n(n+ 1) P1	 A
1 n z	
Jn n C, ]
+	 D,1[j,, ,U'  C, - iz (zjn]@ Tin ]n=1
A
+	 Ian mj n TlnS 1
 + i z Czjn) PR' Sl iP (4-8)
n=l
4-8
s6
in which
D = in 2n-^ 1	 (4- 9)n	 n(n + 1
and
z = k 2 r
The series on the RHS of (4-8) converge subnormally on E3,
Proof:
Since i = sin 0 cos gp r + cos 9 COS 3 - sin q,
and
m21n -	 jnR C^ -inTIS,
n l In - 
n(nz
 1) 
j nPnCl g + z [zjn!'T Cl _ z [zjn]'11n S1
it suffices to shove that
m
e iz-q sin 0 cos 0 = -i	 Dn n^ z+ 1)inPn ^1
	
(4-10)
n =1
e 1zq COB ® cos Sp = ^ D j II1 	_ i 1 [z jn]' T1
2 1 n[ n n	 z	 n 1	 (4-,11)
eiz '^ d^ sin 4p) =	 Ian -j TlSI + i {zj^]' n S 1 ]	 (4-12)
n=1
are identities.
To establish (4-10), it suffices to establish
sin 0 e iz-q	 0°	 n 2n + 1 n	 1i ^1 a	 ,P ° 	(4-13)nn	 z	 n n
4-9-
c
t
6
r6
which is
r 2 	 n1 - 1	 i (2n+1) Pn(rl)j n (z) _ -i
	 in(2n+1) 'P1
n=0
	 n_1
d P
	
- i ^	 ^^ in (2n + 1) 1 - r12
	
n j
n=1	 q n
	
- -i ^	 1 - r^ 2 '311^ in (Zn+ 1)Pn(^)jn(,x}
In=1
(4-14)
and this is clearly the identity
	
J2 e i.zrl Y -i
	
112	 le'zr' - 
j0(z) j = eizq.
'1
To show (4-11), mote that
,k
I
and
;
1
I7 1 =
	
PI 
= P r	 (4-16)n sin	 n
11	 1
?' n = d® _ -sin 0 d	 - - rJl .. r 1 2 	I 
(1 _ r12)^ dqn
1
	
1/2	 1/2	 -112
_ -(1 - `1 2 )	 (1	 rig}	 Pri- r1(1 - '12)	 pn
2
_ 0 - ,^ ) prr _ 11p
	
n	 n
- - 
1(1 - q2) p"f2 r) P' 1 + r,pr
	
n	 n	 n
- 
-1[-n(n+1)Pn]+ "Pn1
W n(n+ 1) Fn - I1P'o
(4-17)
4-10
JR
€ sing these identities, it is seen that ( 4 - 1 1) would follow from
CO
egzq ® s ®c®s rp	 E D jn lYr	 m i 1 [zjn]a T 1
n= 1
	
z	 n^
i. e.
m	 CO
X
in(2n+1)jnPn = ^inn n+ 1
 'fi n ^_aCZ^n^' T ^ ija ^1®	 n= 1^	 z	 n n n
(4-18)
I
CO
n 2n+1
	
g .
-	 i n n+ ^nPn Izn+jn^ [n(n+l)Pn^` YIP	 (4-19)n=1
if it could be shown that
00
 n 2n+1
	
1 .Tl n-o i
n
 (2n+1)jnPn= E i nn+
	
^a 
^,n+jnl [n(n+1)pn=1
	
n
CO
n 2n+1
	 1
+ n= 1 $ n n+ 1 a n +i z^n+fin	 Pn
CO	 00
_^ in (2n+1)jni'n m i E in( 2n+1 )j
 ° PnT 
n= 1 n=1
m
n 2n+1	 a
171+n= 1
n (n+ 1 n + ^ in+^r^ q P °n,	 (4-20)
and this i s
9e
iz'q ` z le'zq- jo(z) o i	 eiz9- j (z)0
CO
n 2n+1
	 i	 CO	 CO^'	 ^`` n 2n+1
+ n = 1 n n+1 ,nPn + z ^ L^	 na n+ ,nP' + ^'-q	 $n n xa+l
	
F^a
ti = 1
	 n	 ^^ n
le'" - z" sin z^ mi 8z^eiz.9 s z-1 din z^z
+ ` 1 - ijzml ) f (17, z) +iT, f (11, z),	 (4-21)
4-11
0r
in which
f07,z) = E in 	P' (7)jn(z)•
n-1
(4-22)
Suppose )1 ;e * 1. Then (4-22) may be written (Volume I, Chapter ITT
(104))
n = 1	 n(n+ .) 
Pn(71)jn(z)
2 ®1 -1 iz?7	 2 -1 -1
	 2 -1 -1
= i(i - 77 ) z	 e	 - i(1 - 7 )	 z	 cos z +17(1 - 17 ) z	 sin zo (4-23)
This identity may be used to show
i7eiz - - P" - z -1 
sin z] - i zz 
I
e iz 17 - z
-1 sin z
	
+ (1 + i;7z -1 ),ff(71, z) + i 'a fz(77, z)	 (4-24)
by a straightforward algebraic exercise.
This shows that (4-21) and hence also (4-11) is an identity.
Finally, to show (4-12),
co
-S 1 e iz77 = E D. [ j nrl S 1 + i L Czjn ]' 17 1 S 1 0	 (4-25)
n-1
	 L
It suffices to demonstrate
co	 co
-	 in(2n+1)Pn(^)jn(z)	 lnn n+1 -J^^n(n+1)Pn-B7PI	 tin+j^ Pe
n- p	 n = l ^	 n n
` -
co	 00
 in 2n+11 j ^, (n+I)P + a^	 in 2n+1 j F 9
n^ 1 n(n+i) n	 n	 L•r	 n(n+l) n n
n=l
	
W	 M
+ i 1 E i
ra 2 j Pe + i	 in 2n+1 j ' Pe ,
z n= l n(n) n n n= 1 n(n+1 n n
(4-26)
J
4-12
ris es ,
^eiz^ 
_ 
^e_iZ^	 z ml sin z I + ( ,q + 17") f  (ij, z) + ifs (17, z)8	 ( 4°27)
That ( 4°27) is an identity follows from (4 °23) by a straightforward
exercise.
The identities (4 ° 11) and (4-12) have been established for 77 complex
and not equal to f 1. The remainder of the proof follows by analytic cone
tinuation and the convergence properties of the series in the degenerate
Gegenbauer's addition theorem (Theorem 7, Volume I, Chapter IV
(Reference 11)) from which (4-22) is derived, and by a yell-known theo-
rem on induced convergence (Hille, Reference 7, page 192).
To form the plane-wave expansion of /c,® in ( 4 -5)
uAng the "Theorem above and also Theorem 1, Volume I, Chapter VI
Mef erence 11)
® X 1i exp (ik2 r cos 0 )) 0 (0)	 do
_ ®X 
n 
r 
1 
Dn[Fn- 21n 	 n11n
CO
Fo 1]n ®Xm(O mi N7X'10)
n-1
CO	 0
l ^n [kZ Zln m ik2mlln
- ° ik2 E Ian[Fn(0) + i n21 n
n=i
(4-2g)
Then
H	 =	 ° 1	 7 x ^ge.xp Pik r cos 8)] = =#A
CO
	
D rani° ^ + i i( o)	 e
2 n=1
(4-29)
4-13
iIt follows that
E	 D [ m(0) ' i 7(0)0	 n	 21n	 1In]
)0
	 mI
C'µ2	
Dn [(V X m2o n m i X	
n)]]
CO
m2ln
E 1:D	 mi
O n= 1 n _ik2 1	
_(0)1	 ®ik2
	
mµ2 k2 V x m2ln j	
mµ2
c = Ep 0 D	 ^, OE m i , , OHp
n	 lJ 21n	 {' l In°
n=1
,(p)
n l l n
l	 (0)
k2 ^ x n1in
A more useful form for the purposes below is obtained from (4-29):
(0)	 (0)
EO Dn m21 n - i n l l n
4
'0
	
L
Nk2 E ED ri (0) + i 'n(0)	 v3AZ 0
	 n	 11 n	 21 n	 (4 0)
1	 1
n0 nC1	 1.0 T n Cl
1	
n0 ^
1
_^ nO
Tn 1S + i	 n S 1COY ..,^^
^6 0
 = EO
	
	 D n=1
m
_k	 '^n0^n S 1 + 4no.TnSI2
1
mµ2 '^n0 TnCI + i, n{3 n C1	 (4 - 31)
4. 20 2 Interpretat-'on of the Classical Method in the Light of the GeneralmMethod
The approach taken in the allowing sections will be:
1) Assume that the problem is solvable
2) Define the constant coefficients conveniently
3) Prove that these constant coefficients are well-defined
4--14
9P
A4) Prove that the above sequence of coefficients of the problem
re^ aa y is solvable; i. e. , that
t1 ^^0v	 3T v = 0 0 .
It turns out that the solution is exactly the classical solution. The
above procedure shows that the classical solution arrived at by formal
techniques is rigorously valid.
Since the process outlined in (1) through (4) above can be carried
out for any a, b ^
0 < a < nf f(w) < s `^ f(w ) < b < °°
( Figure 1-8), it follows, by the use of certain identity theorems that
electromagnetic fields which comprise solutions to scattering problems of
the form considered in this chapter are capable of being extended into
domains which properly include the ones on which they were originally
defined. * The details of these considerations will be reserved for further
investigations not in this series of reports.
Assume that, (Sc9 w, cV c2' G , e0 ) is solvable. Then) for some
choice of a, b 3
0 < a < c <b< *o,
y ^ 3
	
T O 
v = ,190 .	
(4-32)
To identify this v denote,
V = (v v2 , v3 , v4 ) Tl , 	(4-33a)
and suppose
V.3 =r bAj^A AAA 1 UA 2 9 j e<4>	 (4-33b)
*A physical interpretation of this result amounts to an "Inverse of
Huygens' Principle".
4-l5
rDenote
k2h' n(k2a)
C^=	 9 A = (n9 m, i ) E ( A l a AZ ) x { 1 9 2 1
mn
	
k2jn'(kib)
	
(4-34)
d^=	 : A = (n9 m, i) E (^1 1 u A. 2 ) x { 3 1 4} 9
Amn
and define the sequence
aAj I ( A) D E A' }	 (4-35)
by
	E0 c cz X	 , for (A, j) E ( A, U A? ) x 1 1 ' Z
b xj =	 (4-36)
E0 d a Aj , for (A, j) E (A 1 u A 2 ) x ^32 4, .
Then the series (4-33b) may be written
b
v1	
E0c), C AAA
b 2
v^	
E0cA (CX A
	
= E01	 b A3 W	
I xc A, u A2	 (4-37)
v 3 	 E0dA dAOA
bA
v4	 E- a (dAO)
which is just
v E01 aj X A; I (A' j) E	 (4-38)
This means that (4-32) is
E 0	
a^
j (T XAj) 
I 
(A, j) E A' l = Y19 0 . 	 (4-39)
4-16
(n, m) cufiuOY2
HnO 'rn+i ' nO " n ) S1
-k (- ^ nO IYn+i /n0 7*n) S1
WµZ
(-j	
+iTe]+i / Y10 ri 1 ) c1
00
= E  1 D 
n=1
r
6
From Table 3-1 and (4-31), this equation may be written
F O 'f	a1mn1 -ik2
wµ2
mlmn m2mn
n(2)
+ 
a 2mn1 Mik2
n(1)1 mn w µ 2
	
2mn
-(2)	 _(2)
n 1 mn	 n2mn
+ a lmn2 -ik2 _ 2) + a 2mn2 -ik2 --(2)
µ— m 1 mn	 w µ 2mn
+ a 1 mn3 - ik 1
----(1)
	
—(1)
mlmn	 mZmn
n(1)	 +a2mn3 ^kl(1)lmn	 wµ 1 2mn
r	 + a lmn4 -ikI
-A r---
wµ l
_(1)	 ....(1)
n lmn	 n2rrin
m(1) + 
a 2mn4 - ik2 
^(1 }
1 mn	 wµ 2 2mn
(J	 1	 1) cnO IT n - i ^nO ^n 1
(`1-40)
t
4-17
J,
i
However, by 'fable 3-1 and the orthogonality properties of the
sequence I C m 9 Sm I, the L,HS of the above equation reduces to
hn 11 n C 1
I
	 1
1 TnCl
- hn T I S l -11 U I S1
E0
a21n1 ,., T1S + alln2
_h	 rJIS
n= 1 -ik n n 1
-iik n	 n 1
W112  IIIC
FW
WI'2 -h Ti c
n	 n	 l n n	 1
1 T 1
. n nC1jn nCl
1 ,^	 1
11nSlTnS I-fin n
+ a21n3 ^f T 1SIf n n 1
+ a 11n4
-j	 TI 1 S
1
-ik 1 -ik1 n n
W^tl
^. n	 n C l Will -jn 'r i c
Denote
(4-41
A3 
`
 I(n
, 
1 9 Z9 1)p (n9 1, 1 3 2), (n9 1 j 29 3)) (n9 1 1 1, 4 ) a	 (A T uA?) X C4>
Then
a;k j = 0 V (A9 j) E (A' - A 3 ) -
Denote
a>= Dn a	 ( A P ,J ) E A ' a
4-18
hn 111C
-1' ^nCl
1
-hn r nSl 1
-.	 IIn51
-ik
T 1
ik
Z	 1
r4j^ 	 h  II S1wµ2	 n n l L 
Z	
n
-ik2
1IInC1
ik2 h T 1wµ2	n wµ2
	
nnC1
Go
n
n_1
%I
Then (4-41) is
in
1
17nC l
 r[
ClnTn
1
F
a Zlnl
^^n
is
n	 1 _	 Hi s• n	 nS a 1lnZ
ik 1 ik1	 1S1
non
1Jn^nslWµ1 WIA aZln3
-ik 1 ik
H I C .1121 1^n^n Cl alw^l n n	 wµ 1 ln4
(4-42)
From (4-41) and (4-40),
	 it can be seen that (4-40) would be satisfied
if consta nts
I 
axj
I
could be found such that
	
hn n I	 ,r',1
n n
	
-hn
 r n 	 ,;f' g11n n
	
2 ^ r l	 12 h 17
	
ca µ Z . n n
	 wµ2 n n
-ik 2 	1	 ik2 h 1
	
fµ2 no n	 wµZ n 
1
	
in n
	 /noIn
	 ^21n1	 inO17n^'Jn0 Tn
	
-j n 'rn	
-,/no	
-^nOT
	
n	 a11nZ	 I	 In + '. n0 nn
-ik	 ik 1
	
W III fn^nµl ^n^r	 $21n3	 (-jn0lln+i Jn0 n)2
-kZ
—91 	 n+'n	 ^µl JnTn	 a I ln4	 ^µ ( - } n0 7'n+i 40 an)2
(4-43)
Denote
tan = 
x'21 n3
- lb 
t
n ^1ln4
r
-an a21nl
+ib r a=n 	 l l n2
C
(4-44)
4-0
•and multiply the third and fourth equations of (4-43) by - wµ l 4Z /k2 to
obtain
-it n [8n 	 Tn	 jn^n	 ^^^nTn	 an	 {JnOrln-',/nr'71
+h T1	 - i./Y H 1	 -j T 1	 +i,	 II I 	 br	 (-Jn0 T +i ^^n0 r1 n)n n
	 n n	 n n	
n
-
iµ 14 T 1	 µ h n1	 +iµ M	 T 1	 -µ rnj n1	 a1	 µ i-j	 n l +i ^	 r11I n n	 ] n n	 n n	 2 n n	 n	 1	 n0 n /n0 n
In nn	 µ l h n Tn	 i+l2m /n n	
-mµ2jn Tn 	 n	 f`1 (-J n0 T n+r n0 ^ n)
( 4 -45)
which is exactly the system (4) of Table 4- 1.
This shows `hat if I a rn , bn, an, bn I is exactly the sequence given by (7) of
Table 4-1, then the sequences I bxj I given by
b A j = 0 V (X, j) c (A' - A 3 )	 (4-46a)
and
'(	 )
	b 1	 1 b	 = E D kZ ^n 
k2a a 
n, , 2,
	 21n1	 0 n	 in	 n
b	 b	 = -E D 
k2hn(k2a) 
ibr
n, 1, 1, 2— l ln2	 0 n	 AIn	 n
(4-46b)
b	 b	 = E D 
kOn(kIb) 
at
n, Z, 1 2 3 — 21n3	 0 n	 Ain	 n
k 1 jn(k1b) t
	
bn, 1, 1, 4 = b 11n4 -^ E0 Dn	 A1n	 bn
where
	
Ian = in (n +1)	 (4-46c)
4-20
and
- 
z	
n(n + IIn	 2 ar ( 4 -4bd)
6
(as before) define a v 3 (4-32) is formally satisfied. It must now be
shown that the sequence of fractions in (7) of 'fable 4-1 are always well-
defined and also that the v is actually an element of ^.
4. Za 3 The Scattering Coefficients Are Well-Defined
The determinant of the system (7a) in 'T'able 4-1 is
An I) (a y my µI y µz ) = - µ 1" n(a ) in (ann) + mµzhn(a ) n(am)
(4-47)
and that of (7b) in Table 4-1 is
A (2) (ay tray µl' g2 ) - µI n (a nra)hn(a) - mµz, n(ama)Hn(a)
(4-48)
Theorem 15
For n ^JQand a y µ I y ^z C X40 y m e ,4' 1
A (1) (a y %Y], µ 1 y µz ) 0 0 , ( l )= 1g 2.
Proof: Suppose
11)
	 _
® n (ay my µ 1 s L^d - 0	 (4-49)
1
for some n e <.,V> and (ay µ 1 s 14z) M) f l40 x "gel
f
4-21
,Then
µL JL (a )j (am) = mµ2hn(a) , n(am)
µ 1 	(a) n{am)
hn(a) m ' in (am)
µl ahn(a) + hn(a)	 ma in(am) + jn' (am)µZ	 hn(a)	 ^- sera	 Jn (am
µ 1 	 hn4a)	 .ln(am)
µ^ 1+ a h a -- 1 t {am)
 Tn(am)j
(4-50)
But by Volume I, Chapter III (44) and (45)
h' (a)
a nhna) - n - . n+ ^ (a)
(am)in(am) = n - jn+   ^ (am)
and hence (4- 50) implies
'	 µ 1	 ^.	 nr
µz 1 + n
n
 1 (a) = 1 + n 
-^n+ 
1 (am)
I
(4-51)
PI N
µZ 
IM 
'!(n+1.
 
{a)	 = IM In + —' (am ) 9
which contradicts the results of Theorems 8 and 9 in Volume I,
Chapter III. This proves the theorem for I = 1 .
n
4-Z2
P1	 n(am) 	 n(a)
^2 (am)
 
in (am)a (4-53)
6
r
For I = 2 ,
®n(2) (a, M, ^ 1 , µ2 ) = 0
(4-52)
111hn(a) I n(am) - Ma LZ i n(am) n(a) : 0
s
This may be written
r
P11	 1- -- + 1 in-^--- ) - 1 + 1 hn (a )
	
(4-54)
F(am) 2 am jn(am) a 2 a hn(a)
and again by Volume I, Chapter III 9
 Section 3 (Reference 11) the above is
I	 J^ + (—Z) +	 +
(z ) 2	 ( z ) 2	 (Z)2	 3t, ( Z )	 -x2	 x x2	 2	 (4 -55)
where
F1^ 6 - ^^®z
a=xc 0
k.	 (4-56)
z-amc1
P- n +17
By the proof of Theorem 9 in Chapter III, Volume I (Reference 11) the L HS
of (4-55) is
ra + 2.z 2	 z	 n=l z2 m j2
V 9 n
Set
zZ 	 + i t	 (4-57)
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Then
IM LHS of (4-55) _ .. P 
2
^ + 2^ 0
	
.Z 1 Z	 Z ^ 0+ ^?	 n=1 ( t - JV 9 n) + 77
(4-58)
since n > 0,
On the other hand, the RHS of (4-55) may be written
1 + 1 X
h e
x	
(x)
2 xZ	 h
= 2 + z n - .^
	
1 (x) _ (n + 1 } 12 - 17 ,^ 1 (x)
x x
	 n+ 
Z	
x x V+ 2
and hence
I.m JRHS of (4— 55) 1 = — -2 Im I , v'(x) _ +	 z z	 o (4- 59)7r1 H^,(x)I x
Thus, (4-58) and (4-59) show that (4-55) is a contradiction.
4. 2, 4 The Classical ]Problem is Solvable
It remains only to show that the series of positive constants
z
	
lbAjl jXcA I uA z	Ip J. <4>
with the sequences 
I b A i I 
defined by (4-46), are convergent.
The series in (4-60) reduce to
aO	 2	 2 2	 Dn r	 D r
	
1 1 bn, 1, 2, 11
	
Ep k2 n 1 AIn hn ( 2 a an
2
	
lb li 1 , 1 , 2 1 	 E 0 k2 ^ A
n hn (n2 aD bn	 j = 2
n=1
	 '	 n-1	 In
z
°O	 2	 2	 2 00	 Dn ,	 tE1 lbn' 2, I' 31 = E0 1 k 11	 1 A4 j' (k b) 
a t	 >	 j=3
z
E lbn 1, I, 4 1 	
n
	
2 = E0 1k11z^. A j n (k1b) bt	 j=4
n=1	 '	 -I	 1n
A
(4-60)
(4-61)
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R	
s
r
whore a'r , a t
 , b  , b  are given by (7) of Table 4-1
	 Note that
n	 n	 n	 n
d 	 Dnn _ 2n+ 1
	 2n	 _ (z ) 1/2 (2n+ 1) 1/2
n ,^i	 - n n+ 1 VT2—n+ 1) n(n+ 1)	 3/2
	
In	 n (n+ i)
and hence
lim d	 0
n— co n	
o
(4-62)
(4-63)
Theorem 16.
For I = 1 and 2,
+m^ 1	 lim
a	 n	 ao L&
(1) (a , m, NL 1 9 µ2)^ _ d
Proof. Write
® ri 1) = - µ l 1' (a) Jn(am) + m µ2 hn(a)jn (am)t
	
ha + h ° a	 am + m	 h a 1 ' (am) + °(ama n( )	 n( )] in (	 )	 ^Z n ( ) am ^n	 ^n	 )
- - µ l a hn(a) in(a m) - ^1 hn(a) in(am)
+ 2 hn(a) jn (am) + m Vii, hn ( a) jn?(axn)
1	 j?(am)	 hn(a )
a jn (am) hn (a )	 (112 - N1 ) + µ2 (am) j am - µ 1 a h an	 n
and use the asymptotic estimates of Volume 1, Chapter III, Section 4
(Deference 11) to obtain
(1)	 1	 am) n 	 -i 2n- 1);:	 (	
- µ1 + µZ
am)	 (	 ) n am) - 11	 (2n+1)':® n	 "' 
a (2n+ 1)::
	
(a)n+ 1
	
Z	 +2n+ 1)::
	 (am)n.
_	 (n* 1)(2n- 1)::	 an+ 1µ1 ai	
an+ Z
	
-i	 n - 1)::
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6J#
n
-i 2 2nf+i (µ2- µi)+µ2n+µ1 (n+1)
a
'_imn	 i2 Zn + i (µ.2 - µf) + nµ2 + µfn + 7ri
a
n
1 
m2 
2n +	 µ2 + n (µ2 + µi )
a
(1) _ 1
^n	 2 2n+ 1 µ2 + 2 2n+ 1 n (µ2 + µ l ) ^ 6Oa	 a
For R = 2, the calculation is
a
n2) µ l ,'  n (am) hn(a) - n" 	 in (am) Jt n(a)
µ l
 hn(a) am an(am) + j , (am) - mµ2 jn(am) a hn(az) + hn(a)
1 am hn( a) jn(am) + µ l hn(a) jn(am)
_ V, Mm L2 j 
(am) h(a) - mµ j (am) h° (a)
dr	 n	 n	 Z n	 n
l	 µlj' (a m)	 hn(a )
a Jn(am) hn(a) 1 rn ., m µ2/ + µ l a j am) - µZ m.,
n	 n
mn 1	 ( µ 1 _	 )	 n (am)n - 1 . 2n+ 1 "
2 2n+ 1 m mµ2 +µ l a (2n+ 1);e
	
n..
a	 (am)
i n+ 1 12n - 1 ;; an+ l
- 
µ2^`	 a n+ 2	^' Zn - 1)! .'
4-z6
i
r1
n
	
ID2 2n+ 1 	 - m Z )+ µ1 an am + ^ Z m Q
Aril) 
	 m  --1 µp (1 + n) + µ m ( 1 _ 1)a 2 2n+ 1 m
	 2	 a
	
- i	 1.__-	 µI (I+ n) mn - 1 + { - 1) m  + 1
a 2
 (2n+ 1)
(2) - 	41 n+ 1
	 n- 1	 I	 1	 1	 n+ 1An - -i 2 2 m 	 - i (- 1} 2 2n+1 mu	 a
µ 1 n+ 1	 n- I	 1	 1	 1
2 2n+1 ^rn	 - a ^`	 a2 2n+1 ^
	
I
LIz (n+1) -	 .. 1
	
^m^2	
^m^n- 1
	
a	 a
f
Corollary 1.
+m >1
3 C independent of n e <N> 3
0<C<A M (a,m,41) µ2 ) for I=19 2
Proof: Follows easily from Theorem 15 and 16.
Theorem 17.
The v defined by (4-33b) and ( 4-46) is an element of	 .
Proof: The proof rases Corollary 1 above and the asymptotic estimates of
Volume ID Chapter III, Section 4 (Reference It). For the C of Corollary 1,
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0r
r	 J,,an<Cl µ1 ^n(arn)a (a)
 112 in(a) (am)Jn(am)
j
C µl in (a ^' ) ,/ n (a) + µ C laml jn(a) Jn(am)
r
- aC1 in (a a jn ( a ) + jn( a ) + C ^am n(a) am jn (a m) + jn(am}
a µjn(am) i n (a ) + C 
1 j n (am) jn(a)
+
112 j
n (a) j n(am) + C jam jn (a) jn(am)
	
1	 aµ1	 (am)n 	n (a)n -
	C (µ 1 + µ2) jn (a) jn (am) + C
	
(2n+ 1)00 (2n+ 1):e
n	 (	 )n - 1
	
+ F2 lam'
	
n ann
	
C-	 (2n + 1):;
	 (2n+ 1)::
T ^r
f
n
Also
	
1 r N 1	 an(am)r"	 + a 
	
n jam l2n
r n C (µ l + µ2) (2n+1)00 (2n+ 1):, 
	 C	 2a ^(2n+ 1):;)
	
+ C axn	
1	 n jami2nZ
I	 I
Q 
m'
= ^ (µ 1 + µ,2)
'n
 [( 2 
arni 2n
	
	 + 1
	 nl aml 2n (!^ + µ )
[( n+ 1);; ] 2	 C [(2n+ 1)J-	 1	 2
a = k 2 c
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rIn view of
h' (k a)	 i (n+ 1)(2n- 1);0n 2
	 (k 2 
a)n+ 2
and
k1
am = k2 c i = k 1 c , a =k 2c
2
I
	 1	 1	 kIc 
2n	
(n+I){2n- I)::
hn(k2 a) ^^.1n „' C ( µ 1 + µ2) (ml ..`_`	 k a n
2n
+ 1 n	 I k1 c	 (µ1 + µ2) (n+ 1)(Zn+ 1,):.'
C [(2n+ 1)'a] 2 	 I k2a!
2 n
1 (µ + µ)	 n+ I	 (klc)	 1__ ZC 1 2 (2n+ l -2n+ 1):; k2 a	 k 2 a
2 n
+	 n n+ i	 (kI c)	 1	 Z
(2n+ 1) (2n+ 1);; 2a	 k 2 a
( p^ + F^)	
2	 (n+ 1)2	 (k	
)2
C I	 2 k2 a	 n+ 2n+	 k 2 a
But
^ ^ .^ 
2n
 T {n+ 
z){2n + 1),.
V "
1	 7r
	
"	
9
(2n+ 1)..	 2n r(n+2-)	 2n (n+ 1)0
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rb
and therefore
n2	 (k c^ 21	 +	 1	 n+ 1^ 1 1hn(kZa),^^ n = C (µ l µ2 ) k2 a 2n+ 1 n; 2 k 2 a
Therefore
hn(k,a) r/ v <
and hence also
do hn 1 n < °°
This shows that
D
En hn(k 2 a) an G 00
In
and hence also
	
'	 oo	 D	 2
^Iv l 11 2	 bbl	 Al u A? = E2 k2 ^ A hn(k 2a) an < °Q
n=1 1	In
r
i. e. 9 vl E . 72(^).
The calculations to show that
v  f Y z(Q)
for j = 2, 3 1 4 are very similar,
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APPENDIX A
PROPERTIES OF THE FIELDS in- A 1) n A 1)
This appendix is a continuation of Volume I Chapter VI (Reference
11). It makes use of the notations introduced in Section 1.9. The objec-
tive is to provide material in support of Theorems 5, 6, and 7, which was
not given in Volume I (Reference 11). The notational conventions of Vol-
ume I and of Section 1 .9 will remain in force.
Recall that
jm (r$) _ ^ 1  cos m4a + 6Z sin mO
;n-jmn s V X [(i .
 
(k 1 r ) P 	 (cos 0) qj.m ((0))	
.
n( 1) . I V X ;T, (1)
mn k 1	 jmn
mjmn M V X hn (kZr) Pm {cos 0) qjm (0)) r J
nj(rmn k V X M .	 .z
and
(A-1)
(n, m, j) a A0 .
(A-Z)
AThe components ofrn A ), xiA t) in the usual unit spherical base system r,
A A0, cO are given in Table I of Volume x, Chapter VI (Reference 11) .
Lemma A-1
For (n, m)
1)
n
 (k, r)* 0
r > 0
In (kZr) ve 0
Z)	 rM (11) W 0 for (n . m) e ^1
Tm ( 11 ) Le 0 for (n. m) e 40 - 41 = {(0 . 0)}
A-1
3) 11n N) se 0	 for
	 (n, m) a :^/1
4) P	 (I) O 0	 for	 (no m ) E ^^ 1
Proof: For (1), using (44), Volume I, Chapter III (Reference 11)
^( (k r) = k 
1
l	 a 
[r j (k r)] _ in (k I r) + j I (k r) _ 0
, /n 1	 rBr	 n	 Y	 k 
1 
r	 n	 1
_t
k
	
1 -- (klr)^n	 r))	
N1	
= - n+ ^	 i (k r)
^n ( 1 r)	 n + 2
	
1
--9
(A-3)
w,r
0 = Im	 I+ i (k, r)	 (A-4)
n 2
But by Theorem 9, Volume I, Chapter III (Reference 11)
Im 
	
(kl r) } > 0	 since	 k 1 E 1 =3 (k 1 r) E ^ 1	 (A-5)
	n+
2	
D
Thus (A-4) is a contradiction and so (A-3) is false.
Similarly:
. 
n 
(k 2 r)0	 (A-6)
0 = Im. I ./	 1 (k 2 r) } •	 (A-7)n^ 2
But by Theorem 8s Volume I, Chapter III (Reference 11),
k r < 0	 since	 kIrr^	 1 ( Z }	 r),	 ( 2	 ^0	 (.A-8)
n + 2
This shows that (A-7) is a contradiction and hence (A-6) is false.
To show (Z), note that for n = 0, m = 0 also
and	
o	 a Pp W a PO ( '1) a lT
0 W- Be - a® - a®-	 ^'- 9}
whale, for (n, m) e y 1 , F
A—Z
i
r
`.	 T^'n ( 71) - 0	 (A-10)
2 d
	
71?" ) 
m/z dm Pn (T1)
d rl
2 m/2 d 
m P n (n)(1 - ^ )	 nn	 constantdrl
2m/2d'Pn(TO
0 - vl )	 ^	 '^ 0
dill
m ^ ,^ )d Pn	
0	 (A_ 11)
d m^1
rxl -1
P  (^1) _	 ai 71	 0	 811 c n	 (A - 12)
i=0
This is a contradiction, since P  (TI) is known to be a polynomial of order
exactly n. This proves (2).
To show (3), note that
z
m/2 dm Pn
M. PM 1)	 1-^ )	 d m	 2 (m-1)/Z dm P ()n nI1n -	 1 2	 ^( 1 . '^ )	 m	 -0
^ 1.^ z )	 del
'	 (A-13)
d  P  (T)
^
=0M
which implies (A- 12), and this has already been noted to be a contradic-
tion. Thus. (3) is proved.
1	 I
A-3
To show ( 4), observe
Pm 	
mdmPn(v1)
dry
dm Pn ( )
^	 m = 0
d i1
a contradiction.
Theor em A®1
Let	 > 0 and F U. Then
Cm lm^n ( I	 E 0
mlm1n (e W), '' 0
En t	 fn (^, W mr 00
^n l mn (	 s  ^) 0 
[nlmfn (a W) 0
while
for f = 1 a Z,
(n, m) E 
	
m {(0, 0)}	 1	 (A° 14)
m l mI) (r) W 'u
Vi
	 for	 (n, rn) ¢ q 0 _ ►^  1 s {(0, 0)} . (A-15)
n 1 
min 
(r) _ ^°
A-4
Also
(ns m) c- ( - ►gyp - j 2)
	
(Am 17)
[7n 2mdn ( 9 e W)]	 0
[Fn 2mI ) d a )] ' s W 0
r2mfn W) ] r pi 0
rzmn d a W ) ] ® 0 0
rn2m(1a^ d a w)] a 0
while
2mn $
r for
mf ri (^1 = ^'
V (na m) c ^^ Z	 (A-16)
Proof: The ,
 results (A-15) and (A- 17) follow by inspection of Table I in
Volume Is Chapter Vg (Reference 11). while (A-14) and (Am 16) are easily
proved by contradiction using Lemma A-1.
One important property of the m— 1) , raA 1) fields is their orthog-
onality over spheres. This property has already been noted in Volume Ia
Chapter VI (Reference 11). Tables Amt and A - 2 give a more detailed pic-
ture of these orthogonality properties:
f [Fn V  1) d^• W]0
f CAA 	 $a W)i 	 I;iv(1^ $a W]
f
^
r
'm Adf) d a w)
1
 ' n^ ,^ dl) ( a w] dw = 0
L	 J
f
^
! CnA$f) ( ' w)]	 rM ^) ^a W)] dry = 0
S^
%I
(Xa v) E AO 
(Am1ga)
dw = 6 A MA 1 ()
dw = 6^ NA11 d)i
A-5
6Table A-1. Orthogonality Properties ®f a^ (1) ^^, w), n A (1) ^^, w)
—(1)1 m' n' r— (1)2m @ n' n (1)
	 30)
1 m I n'	 Zm'n'
m il)1 mn M^1D1 mn 0 0	 0
m (1)Zmn 0 .lvi^ 1)Zmn 0	 0
n (l) 0 0 N(1)	 01mn lmn
,_(1)
0 0 ^1 )
nZmn 0	 N2mn
0 A = (n, m, i) E 11 0
 m (A, U A2)
All .( 1)	 -imn
^m	 j 	 4k 1 ) + 2 Bmn s A E (n, m. i) f (A l u 11 2 ) .
0 , A = (n, m, i) f Ao - (A, u A.)
NPimn Z
^n^^1 v 2E m Bmn non+. —kl-	 +	
1 n+
(n, m, i) E A, U	 2 .
A-b
6r
whe re
ARAB) {) 0
for A c (A l u Ad	 (A-10b)
N
	
0
and
M
b` A E AO W (A, U AZ)
	
(A m10c)
N A(^ () = 0
To establish these properties, the following formulas will be
needed:
J P^ (cos 0) Pn ;11 (cos 0) sin B d0 = S r +l (n
-m) 	 (A`19)0
fIrr
	
(nm m)
nM Tn ' + rn^	 n, sin 0 d0 = Sn ' Brun	 n o (,^)
 ./0
0	 .,
(A-20)
J0^ [ Tn n, + ; ^nP ]sin 0 d0 = 0° n B E	 (Amz l )
c
A-7
Am8
•	
's
r
Table A-2. Orthogonality Properties of anA( ^°)
 ( ^ W) v nA 2) ( e w)
(2) ;; (Z) (2) (2)an 1 mIn' 2m in' n1 m I n' , 2m'n'
xn (2) M (2) 0 0 01 mn 1 mn
— ( 2 )
m2mn 0
(2)
m2mn
0 0
n (Z) 0 0 N (2) 01 mn 1 mn
n (Z) 0 0 0 N (2)2mn 2xnn
0	 , A A0- - (A l U A2)
m
y) W
imn
em Ihn (k?t)l 2 Bmn ® A 1L 1 u I1z
0	 AiEA0-(111 u112)
anon
hn(k2g) 2	 27r cm 
Bmn 
n(n+l)
	 + ^. 
n
1
	
, A c A u A 2 .
2
6r
t	 where
r
i.
	B
	
- 2 n+rn	
n+1 )
	
(A22 )
mn 2n+1 (n-m) y n 
•	 Of these, (A-19) is established in Whittaker and Watson (Deference 30
pages 324, 325), while (AW20) and (Am21) are proved bel ow.
(A-19) may be written
f
^'n (^1) Pn ' (^1) dry = bn^1 n¢m 1(A®23)
To prove (A-21)® observe that
7r	 7r 
re
	
raz	 rx^ 	 xn
a[T M  r ^' + 11 M T m sin 0 d0	 Pn n + pm Pn sin Oden n	 n n	 8 0 
In 
0 sin 0 8 00	 0
Integrate by parts to obtain
Tr8P^ m- 1 dPM d
	
8 0 Pnp d 0 = f	 "- — (d®) Fn ; n 6)	 d	 (A-24)
0	 +1	 1 
F 1 dP m W
ft+1
	
dx	 n	 1 -x
-1
 d P m (X)
a
+1
	
X P. ^' (x) dx
+fl
PM (X) Pn m (X)
1s1
+1	 d P M (X)
P
n (X	 dxdx
c
A-9
1Since
M	 m/Z dm P  (may
Pn (%^ - (1 mx ^	 Mdx
it follows that
P 	 (may =^1 = 0 	 f®r	 (n, tray E ^^ Z
and hence
 .
 m
f ^n	
dF'm(xy
 
0®P ^ a10 = - ^	 d	 Pn^'^ydx
m1
	
+1	 d Pnm (x)
	
fPn9 (x)	 dx	 dx .
Hence
+1	 d P m (xy	 d P M (may
fdx	 Pn (x) ¢ Pn m (Xy	 dx	 dx
-1
- 0 . (n, my c
But by (A-Z4), this may be written
^ a P ,^	 0 P ^
0
	
Be 
Pn 
m + 8® Pn
	 d0 ' 0 ' (n` m) E
This proves (A-21) f®r (n. nay E
To establish (A-ZO),
M MM
gy -	 ^M ^Pn mdn 	 (Cos- 	 dPn	 1n - Be
	
dx	 dO	 dac (A- 25)
A-10
rt	 and
^p
P m
I1^ 	 n	 ( A -zb)
ld M- X2 .
It follows that the LHS of (A-20) is
,^-1	 - d Pn	
dg m ^ - d Pn^	 1V .. X2
 + m2 -^
P
--n-^ Pn ^ 	 dx
+ 1	
x	
dx
_	
'
	
+ 1	 d P$ d. Pn an z Pm nP m
-1	 1 - x
Since Pm (x) satisfies
z
	
{(1 mxz)V}+n(n+	 m 2,f,	 (Am2^)
1- x
it follows that (A-27) may be writtenC
f
+1
	
	
1 
rx2) dPM]d Pn n+P m d 1 -xZ dPn(	 dx	 dx	 n a	 day (	 ) dx
-1
	+n(n+1)P^ dx	 (A-29)
and integration byparts and (A-19) yields
d P
	 +1	 +1 an d	 z d Pau( - x) dx Pn s	
-
 ii Pnadx (1vx)^x dx-1
rn
+	 +l P are d (1
. 
x  ) d PA	 dxf n dx	 dx
1
+1
+n(n+1)
	
PnmPm dx
-1
n (n+l) bn	 z	 n+ !n o	 (n-m) ! .
A-11
Ir
The formulas (A-1 8a), (A-1 8b), (A-1 8c) encompas sing Table s A- 1
and A-Z will now be established. Using a natural notation,
r	
^
(in- 1 rnxY' m l µv)
	
J - m jn .n ^a^	 - ^` j ^,	 S	 dwv 
^L]
+	 - jn Tn C
M
 - j v
 ^°v C ^L dw
SZ
M M jn j v (Srn SR^ 11n %1 1,11)
+ jn jv* ( Cm , C^9 TnM, Tv
8.e•,
jn j v (Cm, C^	 (TEM , T^) if	 m or µ r 0
,	 xri^1^1 awn	 1 µ,v
xnµ jn jv	 (Sm, S^) ^g1nM. IIv
+ 'n	 (Cxn® C^^^* ( 
Tom', T^	 if gym, ^^ E <^ 52
jn j v*
 ^5	 ZW	 Vim ,
M	 (
TR if	 m air µ = 0
m 0 if M ;a µ
j j 	 Tn T v +M
n
A m I1	 sin ID 	 mmµ
v	 0	 n	 v n	 v
jn j v ^ Z^	 T	 , T 0 if m ®r µ
0	 if m 0 µ
jn j v	 6n B
mn .
This shows
(
;; (1)(1) l	 µv	 2
181 na
(1)- 1)
= 
6mn fm +,n l Bmn
if	 ((n.m). (n$ . me )) E 1 Z►rr	 • 1
A-1Z
rc
c
r
(	 0	 if	 (n. are) or (n°, ml)FnImn9MI mIn	 A/0- 11 .
Also
(jFn- (1) 
0 ^ (1)	
" sm] [+ ^L j v n	 dw
	
Imn 'Zp) t1 	
nr
 m in n	 V
m
rr
+ f Lm in Tn C J [- J" T 'I S^J dw 0tB
and clearly also
^
(1)	 — (1)
m2mn' m1 µv 
m ® .
Howevers by the symmetry ®f Table 3 - 1, it can be seen that
(
1
	
	 — 1 * 	m
	
i;zmn' mZµv m
	 Jn ] v ^^m8 ^ L^ Iln , v
+ jn j V* (Sm, S^) M a TV )
0 if m or µ = 0
^rmri v J jn Z Bmn if 
(n. m). (v. ^) E :y ZZ
i.e.,
Z	
Y E ^^ ZmZrnn' mZµv m sm^ jn BMn if	 (n® m)a (v, F^)	 ► Z
and
(;n-  (1) , in (1)	 0	 if	 either (n, rm) ®r (v, µ) is in !%Zx	 2µV	 0
The results above may be summarized as
(1) , rn^ 1) = bV M If)
V	 x
I.
A•13
re
where
M(l) v 0 for A c A0 - (A, u AZ)
and
MCI) a it F
	 Jn 2 Bmn > 0 f®r	 X = (n® m. I,) r (A l U A2)
Next
	
(;;(I) —(I) =f n n+l an P m	 v v+l	 p^ C 
* 
dwI mn° n I}Lv^	 n	 %n	 ^v v µ
^	 1	 I
+ f	
r^
!^ n M CM f v ^v C^ dw
+ f [-M 
/ n lIn inn 
m ^
 jv nv ^^ dw
Q
n (n+l) v (v+l)	 µ
Ik,
+ I n 0 v 	m ^^L^ (rnos ^V
+ µm n v* (sM o SIL) (nn
M
 , nl!
n n+1 v v+l)	 * (b IL (	 1 P M. ' µ
1 k I	
in i
v M	 f n	 v
I
+W6
 M n ^'v* e rn nom ' ^v +	 b0 	 n a n
0 if µ ae rn	 ®r n ;d v
	
n (n+l)] Z Ij 12
	
W 2(n+tea)!
Ik, n m 2n n-rn !^1
ifµ=rn and n=v
^g	 2	 2 n+rn !
+ '^ 1 I n 1 ^xn t^  1 ri .m ! n (n+l )
Rvin (kl v 2
	
z
V bmn Ein Bmn n (n+i)	 + 1 jnl
A•14
r•
r.
The above results may be summarized by
n(1) . n 0) ) = bran11" N ")	 for	 (n. m). (Y 9 µt E Jy ®^IA
where
.t
0	 for
	 (n, m) c .1#® °° lq B = ((0 9 o))
Zrnn
	 in (k1	
Z	
2
+ I 
'f
for (n, m) E
It is clear by inspection of 'Table 3.1 that
—(1)	 (1)	 (1)	 ^(1^	 2
n1a^Yn' n2^^ _	 MnnZ' nl ^	 = 0	 °^ ((m. n), (IA• v) a ^) 0
Consider, however
—(1) ;-(1^ _ n n+1 v v+1	 m
I S ) (P
V)	 1
F^
♦
f
n 
^* 
(Sm P Sid (Tz: 
TV )
+ 0 In  ri V * (^M, C^  ^n ' II I
0 if n, v, morn=0
W6 m 6 v nn+112 ^] ^2 2^ n+mI
^ L	 $
	 1kl41
	
n	 2n+ 1 n«Yr1
fni Zn+l (n-m)l2 2 (n+rnl I
Hence
ntl) . ;;. 0	 M b FLV N(1)
0	 2UM 20
)V	 mn 2irm
rt
O
where
1)	 0	 for	 (n. m) C	 0 _ ^^ z
zMn
}^ 1	
Z	
z
	
^^ &^mn n (ra+ 1) ----^- 6 	 + ^ y n1	 for 	(n, m) ^ ,^^ z .
The results above may be summarized by
xi(1), ^ (1) .. 6 V N(1)
	
A	 v	 A	 A
where
0 f®r A m (n, m, 0c AO - (A 1 A)
N(1)A
in (k 1 g) 
2
	 }	 zf m $mn n (n+1)	 k1	 + ! In
for	 A = (n, m. i) a Al u 112 .
Next, it is clear that
MI(1) nlILV) _ m m Jn V* (Sm' III (r,n ' ^V g )
+ µ j 	 v* ( Cm, SR) (-rn M, III = 0 .
However
(in
- 1 rnn' nZV v 	 ,.m jn ^^ ^* $Sm, SV) 11n ,
µ In ^ v * (Cm' C V } MO I1A
requires slightly more attention.
O
Am 16	
i
10
0	 if ray = 0	 or	 µ _ 0
lrxan 2µv
	
_W6
 rn rri ] n '^ ^^
	
[11nm r ^ ¢ ^m TIC' sin ®d®= 0
0
The result
(:71 (1) —0)Zmn°	
_
n2µv i
is clear by inspection,
while
m2mn° nlµv 	 ]n v* (Cm° Cµ } (nM° ry
+S v* (Sm° ^1A nom' ° nv
IL
0	 if rya = 0 or µ= 0
	
zr S 11 n^jn j v 	 Iln rm+ ^ll m sinOd®=0
o
From
(;nl mn'	 lµv _ m lµv' nImn
it follows that
( (1) 
° — 
(1) 
= 0 .
	
Zmn	 1µv
The results
n Imn° mZµv (;;Zmn ° m lµv =
(3
2mn' mZµv)) = 0
follow by similar reasoning from earlier results. This establishes
Table A-1
C.
To establishTable A- 2, note that from 'Table I of Volume I, Chap-
ter IV (Reference 11) ° it is clear that the sequences
A-17
A-!8
i6
x	 01
may be formally obtained from the sequences
^m( l) A E A
the formal replacements
k1	 k2
in h 
n Yn
This establishes Table A-2,
BAv _ f r (jiX d 2) X m d 2)* dw
Is^
(B-2)
Y
w:
APPENDIX B
CALCULATION OF CERTAIN INTEGRALS
The integrals*
AA = r .	 (2) X ^(2) dwf (B-1)
C^^' = r	 in, X m d2) dcwQ
y
(B-3)
* )DXV d	 r .	 (2) X ^(2) 	 dw	 (B - 4)
were encountered in Section 1. 10. The purpose of this appendix is to
record the calculations leading to the results (1-80), (1-81), (1-82) and
(1-83) of Section 1. 10. The superscript (2) will be dropped.
Note that
=f r °(ji X 
MX	 dw w B
y .	 (B - 5)
S^
d Hence it is necessary to calculate only (B - 1), (B - 3), and (B - 4). For this
purpose, use Table I of Volume I (Reference 11) and the relations
r 0 	 0= X	 X^
a
}L
7
-^^
The arguments of all rxa, n fields are
B-1
r•
r
I
Consider
A I
 I 11V
 rrm	
r ^
rn l xrm X n i µv ) daSt
h
n
 . y (S ^ S^) (II rne Hvi'	 + hn . v (C a C^) T 9 TV^
= Tr S^ ham .
 v 6 T^ ^^ L^ + ms►µ ffi 11 @t
This gives
nS^ 0 if rn=0orµ = 0 and n = 0or y =0
A I1 Lv	 n 6 m
	 h^ 
v Tn Tv 11
) if m=0or^=0
^ S11rnhn v ^ [Tn T M+ M2 Hrn m]siu0d® ' M=,A0
2 ,rr5" SV hn °n B	 if m.= 0 ®rµ=0
'Sm Sn hn n	 , M=9
i.e.,
0	 if	 ((no m), (v m R)) E ; ^ ®-	 '^^ ^^
1 µv
l nin -
6mn" 4 m h  * n* Bmn if ((n o rn)s (va N^^^e ,^^il
Next, observe that
A^	 -	 h^ • V* (Sm C IL	 Iii + hn 'v ( m L^	 V	 0
A1s®,
Zmn	 n' V (Cm" C % " vr	 n	 V )
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JC gAa v)4 2AX V	 vbA EA
0
F°A =	 w
I-W 4
m 
h* nB
A t 1i® - (A, U AZ)
A c 1i 1 U A?.e
c	 But
A 2Rv 6 Ynµ hn  ^ * (Cm,
 C^) gym, II,I + hn ' * ^ *(S^, S^) (T M , Tv^t
0 if m=0orR=0
Tr
,w S h	 T Tm+m2 IIm 11 M sin 0d0M. n V Q	
v
L ea ,
0 if ^(n, m), (v, µ)} 4 :q	
-,// 2
2 µv ..
'`^'2xnn
µ h I 	 2	 n + mbm n	
v 2n + 1 (n - ) ! non + 1) , ^ (n' m)° ^v, ^)^ E ,^^ 2
The above results may be summarized as
where
EA	
f m h  .4 n B	 A = (n, me i) cc 14 1 u lit
In view of (B - a), this shows also that
By = - (6XV JEA	 V (v, A) A
b^ FA o
where
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Next, to show that
Cv = D v= 0	 '^ (k, v} e A
First
C I gv 	 t
	
X aria , ^v
 dw
hn
 h`v gym ^1i (11n nv d ^' hn v (Cm S) (T nma Tv)
'- 0 .
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zRV	 ^ (En'"	 dwC 1
	
ar 	 l	 X aia2^Lv
(jj^n
n v	 m	 TV	 v	 m	 L) (-r M, rivL)
0 if m=0oarµ=0
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the latter result holding for
9
(aria,
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(tee v) c ^.8 >
and hence
Clams ^*	
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24v
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• 
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U
Bm4
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y
•
V
s, Also by inspection,
t
C
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The above results, taken together with theorem .A - 1 yield
C^'	 ^-0 (X,v)E A0
t;
:f It remains only to examine D v . 
	First, by inspection
1]I	
®
Next
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p
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X ffZ v
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N
R
A n (C	 a C^) T M n^^ + m	 (S	 S^® Vim, TVn
0	 if	 mor g =0
M 6rn
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F°inallya it is evident by inspection that
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It has been shown that
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.FIST OF SYMBOLS
In Order of Appearance
Symbols given in Volume I (Deference 11) will not be repeated here.
Section 1.
	
(E, HP B e D, J)	 General time-varying electromagnetic field
	
P	 Charge density
o µ ,	 Electromagnetic constants
s	 Z°	 1	 _Regimes of definition for electromagnetic constants
M (4 9 ^L r (r)
	
A&
	 Time frequency of harmonically time-varying
electromagnetic fields
	
^a	 A point on the unit sphere 11
	
(E^ Ra B e Be J)	 Time 
-
independent parts of an electromagnetic field
Of time -variation exp (-iw t)
Cn
 (Xa Y) _ If if:  X --0 Y, f s C  (X)}
..^ (D, tr)
	
A class of electromagnetic fields on D c E3 asso-
ciated) with c t
	
(See Definition 1)
I
Propagation constant
Regions in the complex plane
Set of strictly positive reals
Subset of jf(De C) consisting of fields of time
variation exp(-iolt)
A space of pairs (	 of related vector wave
functions associated with W s ^  and V
A mapping with domain ^ (D. ^ ® ^) and range
. ff (Da two CS)
Index sets
k
(00, `
6 1' `(iz
404(D 1
7 (D, c,
A l l AV A0	 Index sets
R(^ ^ (v, 7)
	 For 1 : 2 (See 1-60)	 f
R(f) (v, IF)	 For 1 = 1 (See 1 -64)
S-1
i2E (v 1 °	
, e 211 (v2 , r)
lE (v3 , 7 ), i 1I^ (v4,
2a e 2
 (VI P
 v2)
^Za 4(,, ty
^l^e w (v3' v^)i
f/ 1b Y ((O, cl)
See ( 1 - 61) and ( 1 - 62). 'These are
elements of 1" (D2a , c 2 , w )
See (1-65) an (1- 66). These are
elements of y (D	 1*1lb, c l , w)
(See Definition 2)
(See Definition 3)
See (1-70) and (1-71)
S (f, D 1 , D2 n) 	 A star S given by r = f(w) with
interior domain D1, exterior
domain D2, and unit outward nortnal
vector n (See Section 1. 11)
r, 0,
A A
9(So Wa c 1 , c Z , 6,	 0)
Unit base vectors for the usual
spherical coordinate system
Unit vectors tangential to S
( 1,	 2)	 ^(E l ® gIl ) s (EZ e I12)) A solution to an electromagnetic
scattering problem
nVMINCT 'PACM STJANX NOT 
,kov"N
S-3
1)4
Unit base vectors for the usual
Cartesian coordinate system
Size ratio of scattering theory
jr
.^•,V•	 ^^I;.ti 1^ "A,^aa. 'Pi •p	 ^^ ^.^	 •^v ^i •  j 4^ •''1{,	 ,^^^4^/	 ^	 ,
Section 3
An operator which gives the
tangential components on S
of pairs of vector - valued func-
tions on an annulus containing
S
The usual Hilbert space on
Y 2 (0)
The us 1 Hilbert space on1212 R
0 = { OX I X a AO}
A 0 ' = A 0X<0
{T X SA E A0
T -a .X? 4 ..A94
r
A W(A UAZ)X<4>
T ® m T If{X X i I(Xai). 11')
p^	 OW
Vs `°^	 4 (D 2a' c 2 0 %) XI(D 1 10 w^
Section 4
The usual normalized complete
orthogonal set of spherical
harmonics
An index s et
A complete orthogonal set
for -In
The general solvability oper -
ator (See Definition 6)
A closed linear manifold in. ;r 4
An index set
The solvability operator
An orthogonal set spanning X
An operator for forming
candidates for solution to
scattering problems
M	 Most often used as an index inX = (n, m, Q s AO; also used
to denote the relative refractive
index m = kl /kZ
Sm5	 19W
s	 ^
	
a te , ago bpsb t 	 Sequence of "scattering ..coefficients" for the classical
scattering problems (See Fatale 4-1)
	
11 3	 index s et
Y
,^*
^^GB
PRIMOU;
S-7
A,
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